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fore ‘the givingjof thelaw, the Sabbath was

understood - by the Israelitesto be a divine
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and lead ini & vigorous effort

‘Events of the Week.

battery:

past elevenin the forenoon at Cincinnati, “to establish peace, and tommand fair play opened a tremendous
fire and repulsed the
institution already in force. If we turn to: Ohio; not quite elefen at St. Joseph, Mo. ; between all the more ignorant and excit- French attack. When, her husband fell
»
FOR THE FAMILY,
Exodus 16 : 92—96,we find that on the sixth only nine in the morning at San Francisco, ed portions of their communities,we believe wounded at her feet, she discharged his ¢anCoat
YT
| day of the week, the Israelites gathered California ; and about half past six in the the best results: would follow! Of course, non at the enemy to avenge bis fall. She
FREEWILL BaPTIST
NTING ESTABLISHMENT, | double the quantity of manna which they Sandwich Islands, Af the same time, itis respect for the situation, and acquiescence also frequently led the sorties, and, sword
Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover,
N.H. | had gathered previous days ; and Moses, in twenty-four minutes past twelve at Boston, in the reconstritotion. amendments of the in hand, with her cloak wrapped round her,
| Ee WM, BURLINGAME, Publisher. ¥ expressi
y approval of this course, said : Mass. ; more than half past twelve at Bangor, ‘constitution, must be the basis of any such fought daily in the streets. When the city
To w
oll letters om busintes, remittances of | «To-mork6w is the rest of the holy Sabbath Maine ; more than. half past ome in the af- movement, Bu-that granted on the one sutrendered, Augustina was taken prisonmors, os publication should bo addressed to the | unto the Lord.” And on the seventh day, ternoon at St. Johns, Newfoundland; five hand, everything else might well be con- er, birt, catching the fever, was removed to
referring to the manna which they had re- o'clock at” London, England ; seven o'clock ceded by the administration on the other. the hospisal and thence escaped. Manuella
0 or If paid striotly IN AD- served from - the sixth day, he said: ‘‘Six
por year;
| Mewnaes $3.0
at Constantinople ; about eleven at night at | To give to these natural leaders in southern Sanchez, angther heroine, léss fortunate,
or- days ‘ye shall gather it, but on the seventh Calcutta ; and about midnight at Siam. At society and politics, the control of the fed- was shot through
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day, ‘which is the Sabbath, in it there shall the same time it is three o'clock on Monday eral patronage in their states,on the condi- Countess Burita,after escaping innumerabl
e
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register letters whenever requested to do so.
half pust five o'clock on Monday morning. the part of wisdom and the dictate of duty, daughter had. been killed.—All the Year
that the Israelites were familiar with the at the Navigators’ Ielands, To state the mat- and to back them up afterward, wherever Round.
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as re- "the moral law is of universal and perpetual
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nested to note
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no adultery, yet if thou kill, thou art become a transgressor of the law.”
And we
‘| may . properly argue, He that said, “Thou
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
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#3 We send ng
books out to be sold on’ commis-

day to keep it holy ;” and we may logically
draw the same reference as above.
|
2. “Is there any clear divine or apostolic

day, there are forty-eight hours every week
during which Christians in different parts of
the earth are keeping the Sabbath.

that the Sabbath was instituted at the

creation,

them.

resting from his work. We have secn also
that, when the ten commandments were
given from Mount Sinai, the same reason
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But if Dywe turn to Deut. 5: 15, we find
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remember -that thou

Sowing.

‘

was given /for thé observance of the day.
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and was commemorative of God's

land of Egypt,

They shall blossom bright ere long.
Are we sowing seeds of discord?

They shall ripen into wrong.

Are we sowing seeds of lionor?

the

Lod

‘thy
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merely Qonuee)

treating anew,
ly

Love from love is sure to ripen,

And as it

What
the seed our hands shall sow ;

Hate from hate is sure to grow.

.
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inconvenience, but also take a
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It hag reference not merepKysical bondage

Whatsoe’er our sowing be,

Sabbath
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there is an

editorial request for an answer to some
queries proposed by a correspondent. We

have given some attention to the subject
of these queries, and answer them in order.
1.. “Is not the fourth commandment as
binding as any other P"
.
Auswer.
Yes. It is of equal authority

introdaced
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Messiah,

Sabbath to Another, shall
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Legislation for the South.
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intended especially for the Jews, and was
only to continue in force during a limited

they

please,

There

There are a good many

hoy

e

a ny ;

ap -

saic law. Butnot only do.we find the command respecting the Sabbath as one of the
ten commandments, we have also
C
evidence that the Sabbath was institutegiiné
* mediately after the creation of Ad##
and

customed to meet together on the first day

first day of the week, as if this day were of
some special importance to Christians ; and

labor thereon, and meeting together for re-

ligious' worship, and thus commemorating
the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
8.

“If there

—_—

be no such authorization,

are Christians not now under the same ob-

because that in ithe had rested from all his
work which God credted and made.” And

ligation to keep the seventh day of the week
that they are to keep an¥
of the other nine
commandments P”
|
“Answer. We have already. shown, we

the statement in Exodus 20: 11, is similar:

think,

Eve.
We read, Gemgesis 2: 3, ‘“And God
blessed the seventh day and sanctified it,

“For in six days the Lord made heaven and
earth, the ses and afl that in them is, and
the seventh day; wherefore the

Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed
ay

that

there

is ‘‘such authorization.”

But some may not find this sufficient to satisfy them. We therefore reply to the tlfird
question, that “this whole discussion, as to
which is the proper day, is founded upon a

.

giving of the law on Mount Sinai,

we reply, that, neither ‘have ‘we specific

statements with reference to the legal character ‘of other commands
decalogue,

during that period. But we have intima-
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the ex-Rebels
bekave themselves well
enough as ifis. It waspassed by a strict
party vote and went immediately to the

Senate, where

it has Been fiercely discussed

for yearly a week.

The point involvedis,

Has the national Government a right to
interfere to protect a class of citizens in a

state when the state authorities refuse to do

so? The Democrats take nearly the position assumed by Buchanan and their party
:
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measures.
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The outrages at the
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South are

notorious, and justice as'well as mercy demands that some remedy “be applied. As
we write, the Democratfire
s fi ercely opposing the passage of the bill by
os
;
:
ad

the

Senate

| but it is hoped they will not be able to de- ?

“Washington are amicable, and that a decis-

Not many years ago a mother

be recorded.

of all, | her deliberate intention

One of #he causes of the equality between

prominent

most

cabinet and of

Congress,

the old and young here lies in the fact

that

are persuaded that the evil is notto be cured | the child, at any rate the eldest boy, is exin this

way,—that

it'is

time

to

abandon

pected to follow his

father’s

business,

and

federal interference and force, and throw must early share his plans. The same
upon the southern people and the southern house, the same employment, and I should
authorities, both the responsibility and the | Dot atall wonder if sometimes the same gen-
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Luminous Flames and Sounds.
Among the curiosities of physical science
is the well known fact that luminous flames
are very sensitive to sound, exhibiting ‘different phenomena under different circumstances. An ingenious savan proposes to
turn this to practical account, and for this
purpose has devised an apparatus, ‘consist-

of the {errible | century.

If Luther and Melancthon

should

| church in Wittenberg,
| necessity of

and be under the

going shopping

| would not be unlikely that they could buy
| books,stationery,clothing,and groceries, ahd
| get every want supplied, at about the same

| shops that they patronized
bottom of all | years ago.
hd

sion, which is mostly at the

together, it

the disorder, and, second, of giving the bet- |

three

hundred
nl

But there is a far deeper Bapse—the

Ger-

ter classesof southern society continued ex- | mans love children, and the more they have,
cuses for their neutrality..
;
© greater their joy. So soon a8 another

At some period in this history, the feder- }is added to the number, the father is expect-

al government has need to say to the prop- | ed to communicate by letter the fact to all

erty holders and respectable

citizens of the | his near and remote relatives and friends,

South—the men of influence in her politics

and in due time he has everyereason to

and society— It is for you to say how

ex-

|Pect congratulatory letters from them in

much longer these disturbances. of the local [return.. - The fact is statedin the papers,

peace shall continue; it is for you to de_cide whether this anarchy, with all its fatal
resultsto your pecuniary and moral interestg, shall spread wider and Wider, and
from a sporadic and local become a perma-

| and then more letters come. ‘The little
| Stranger is fairly smothered with presents.
| When the baptism comes, which is expected
| to take place within a very few weeks after
| birth, a great feast is giyen, and - friends

If a moro

ii commemorationof the resurrection of

recipient. The pastor makes an address,
the Bibleis read, prayer is offered, the ceremony is performed, prayer again, and then

silver and

When

platinum welded

platinum

anoth-

and

whistling,

the

flame

answers immediately, by becoming broader

every:

A The people, daunted by

» | dying, and snatching
& lighted ‘match from

‘the hind of the dead artillery:
man, fired off

?

differs’at different ‘places all: routid ‘the
| earth, . ‘When it is twelve o'clock on

to patriots,
‘but as to citizens with

d hair

¢

contiguity with the met¥y\gand,

ang

streets and the public building:

pro-

fusely decorated, and the uniforms and banners of the Germans’

were

quite

beautiful.

An address was delivéfed, speeches were
made, fidelity

to Father-land. was pledged

anew, -and the day closed on a whole volume of patriotic sentiments and impulses.
HAYTI AND ANNEXATION.

Latest dispatehes state that President Sa-

get of Hayti, since the departure of the San-

to Domingo commissioners, has recéived addresses, numerously signed, from every

town and village of the republic, protesting
tionality, and

this

their

determination to main-

tan their independence against intrusion
fromi - whatever. quarter and in whatever
bell manner. ' The -addresses breathe the same
the current, and we hear the distant
sentiment against annexation. A Haytien
sound each time, in answer to the whistle.
In a similar manner the ery of a child in its Journal says that in the Congress and the
cradle, at night, may be carried to the room press of the United States discussion has
of its parents; and by a somewhat similar taken place in reference to the annexation
arrangement, a thief dttempting to open a'| of the whole island, and adds: ‘So far as

curving to one side ‘as it isNeated hy the
flame, touches the platinum point, closes

Hayti

is

concerned,

the

government

and

bell, if he makes the least noise.
possible to arrange an apparatus
this, by means of which, ina
night, the approach of a boat or

The situation in Paris has become go im..

Te

* “¥The death of an ‘old man’s wife,” says
Lamartine, ‘is like felling an ancient oak

that has long’ shaded” the family mansion,
| Henceforth
the glare of the world; with its
ciires and vicistudes, falls upon the old widower’s heart, and there is nothing to break
their force, or shield him from the full

weight of misfortune.

*

York is said to have been one of the finest’
ever seen in that city. Several of the

It is as if his right |.

| hand was Wwithered—as.
if one wing of his |

a twhnty-six: pounder. = Then, jumping on eagle was broken, and ‘every “movement:
he made brought lim to the ground.
the ‘gun, a8 Wilkie represents
her, with di ‘that
‘

commis-

shorter. In thiswhy it comes info the attachment of the Haytiens to their na-

and

ly

twenty-tWo years of age. She arrived with food for the soldiersat the moment

and’ carpet bag-

Third,

Baltimore and Washington celebrated the
return of peace to Father-land in grand
style last week. The processions were long:

the cir-

cuit is closed. A flame is brought, to-about
tennches from the metal band, and on removing to a distance of ten or fifteen yards
flame,

adjusted.

and imposing, and all the exercises were
highly creditable. The display in New

bell is inffoduced in a distant part of the

from the

to be

The Germans in New Yon Philadelphia,

bend to one

whenever

is to

Sec-

THE GERMANS CELEBRATE.

er bar; so as to stand about four-tenths of
an inch from the hands. Both ends are connected with the polés of a small electrical
battery, in the circuit of which an electrical
room, and which sounds.

are

England for approval.

coming in contact with a

point, which is attached to

ef maney:

sioners will hereafter be appointed, to adjust matters on the basis proposed. It is
further said that this basis has been sent to

exposed to the heat, the

bands expand unequally, and

side, thereby

etc.,

A- Striking Thought.

the sight, hung) back. The brave woman
instantly rushed forward over the dead and

‘with emotions

together.

privilege the United: States

Tt is even people of the United States can not be too
résembling early convinced of the utter impossibility of
fog or by such an event.” = Add resses, with signaconversation,—
vessel can tures, appear in the official papers, but the
president has not made a reply to any of
be detectedat a great distance, by the sound-them.
d
:
| ing of a bell in the captain's cabin,
FRANCE.

a

fofests Christ, and that ‘a small minority of
Christians] with the Jews, keep the seventh

But » week isnot

extremity, has a metal band at-

tached at a right angle, and consisting of thin

this

Canals 3 ceri sr

‘dations of the Alabama and Shenandoah,

inti- | interest for the future benefit of the, little door witha key, can sound a distant alarm

eating and drinking and
ty for their own self-preservation, by ap- Dr. Hurst in Methodist.

‘observe the first day of our present week ‘test between thie negroes’

at its upper

within parts of Canadian waters from

i Taid : iy I
nie
by which the claims arising from the depre- :

Ope It may be my last.

layers-of gold,

victims

of the lawless ‘desperadoes | rise from the stone floor of the old Castle

For

‘‘Certain- ay

whites, who are the

persecutions

fluence of these classes.

is ‘another

to inflict

ing of two upright copper rods, one of which,

shalt not do any work.” That is, one day
ference by
the federal authori
in seven is to be set apartto the serviced of Hata
jierference this byday, then it’ is. of, iat
shall postpone
God, but we are not told that it must
©
least, doubtful value; but if these men can
seventh ‘day of the: week, or
ret day of
“be called to the front, either by the necessius that it is
the week. And it is well

"There

The registrar | PS

duty of maintaining order in their own | erations of customers, are identified. with
homes. “This. seems, in one view, to be | the same family and name, to the defiance
cruelty to the negroes and their protecting | of changes of governments,
from century to

real peace Commanded.

SS

ar

up pe tion than the

dis- | she answered, Alpha Omega,

spot asks
on earth
to the little
child
that
a question
is not folks.
met withThea blunt
30SWer, but with such a reply—as pleasant
22 instructive as the parent knows how to
give—as naturally promotes other inquiF1®8 and gives stimulus to the mind.

|
|
|
|
|

ing out inducementsto their political am- |

ES

|

Absalom; Cain; Delilah, Hérod and

house- | birth ‘might

bition, and induced to assume and
their proper résponsibilities, then the turn- |
ing point-will have been reached, and a

A

The

uently selected and given to children,

that inter- | 0 Make . their home the fidst attractive | infant such extraordinary titles.

peals to their patriotism, or even by hold- |

Pr

bill, it will show the

Mahershalalhashbaz,

Pharaoh. The most preposterous title taken from the Bible occurs in the registers as
belonging to the father of a child whose

soner

-| mistake. If we turn to Exodus 20: 9, 10,
nent and all-pervading ¢vil.” There can | come from far and near. Each is expected
we read: ‘‘Six days shalt thou labor and do
He
Hoven] peace, as no ‘sure return to | to bring a gift of some kind, usually mone,
no statements showing that the Sabbath all thy work. But the seventh day is the
prosperity
in the South, but through the in- | hich is immediately put out at compound
was observed between the creation of man, Sabbath of, the Lord thy Ged, in it thou

Gite

i

of

In answer to the objection that we have

2

would

sakes; there are southern unionists from Ku-Klux outrages
twins in the Welsh registers named respect- resulted in the-passage by the House of the
ively Huz and Buz.
But further, the titles |! amended Shellabarger bill. Tt was bitterly
of the bad characters of the Bible are not opposed by the Democrats, who claim that,

amusement and | rantly familiar

else, and: the parents exercise a wise

he says, Matthew 12: 8,—*“The | ference by the general government with
purely local crimes is Pier and will
produce no good results; Then the Repubday.”
*
both as to whethNow what are the facts that bear on this licans are greatly divid
er
any
legislation
is
desirable,
‘ and, if desubject? There are indications in the New
sirable,
what
it
should
be.
Many
of them,
Testament that the first Christians were ac-

to offer the sacrifices appointed in the Mo-

div

of

complications to | hold games in Germany to one anywhere | what name she intendedto give her baby, |

that are at work with fire and sword in vaperiod. We are aware that many persons Rev. 1: 10, we find that there was at that rious places ‘throughout the South.
But,
‘time,
a
day
called
“TheLord'’s
day.”
We"
speak of thé Sabbath as a mere Jewish inon
the
other
hand,
interference
from
Washstitution; and they assert that we are un- have also evidence that, from that time to ington, by force, while it may temporarily
der no more obligation to keep that day the present day, the large majority of Chris- overawe the disturbers, has the two effects,
than we are to keep the Jewish feasts, or tians have observed the first day of the week first, of still more exciting the rebel pasas the Lord's day, abstaining from secular

s

name

ti

uld-T

This measure

duct that they were] deserving of “pardon
and restoration of political | rights. Taken
borrowed from in connection
with the . proposed

him, roll him over, or do with him what | sensible name adopted.

)

or

tion when

of the week to worship God. Thus in Acts
20: 7, the disciples’ coming together to
break bread is spoken of as if it were their
with the other comimands of the decalogue, usual and regular practice, for Pagl seems
®@ay, that
which, as we understand it, is an epitome to have staid at Troasuntil that
.of the moral law that God intended to be | he might have the opportunity of preaching
observed by men of all ages and of all to those who then assembled. In 1 Cor.
. countries. In his respect the moral law 16: 2, we find an injunction to set apart
differs from the ceremonial law, which was something for the service of God on the

and the

classes in the South.

have been carried out long] since,if the ex-

expres fests.
ea
o
woud
Sooner | that
sion, verilyerily
untoof you,”
believed
expect to : find a father turning
himself
was I thesay.title
the person
adSe, THE JOINT COMMISSION, 3 =
a
a
Bofee, zn. -dleplanl,: ora bacrel of {drecsed! Jn this case the advice of the reg- | ke Je Suameed that the sind of the
his parlor floor, for his children to ride | istration officer was followed, and a more - g He
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Stican
THImISO0N . 86

ay a and
WH

*" | Son of man is Lord even of the Sabbath

En.

e

preserve order and protect the rights of all

Calvinists, “it appears, - fa-

excursion or journey without | trar to enter a child's name as Verily. On
search everywhere for what- inquiry, it turned out that the parent, igno-

ECE

to™ political
and able to

ive to some for their own

.

lives

that if the rebels are [restored
power, they will be inclined
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Self
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its fruits must see.

it.”

.

Wil the, very hearts and

this bill be- passed, it will’ give * an | opportunity to test thé correctness of the opinion

op fioted in the new | The Springfield Republican. talks in this | the ~ clergyman’s as soon as any other. | child
fo a registrar in Manchester, that its hy
he Messiah. | Wa¥ about the southern situation :
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Wait
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rested on
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Now the work of salva- | on Saturday and rest on Sunday, those who | 0 ©0)" Ll

fiom

dispensation

Seeds of goodor ill we scatter

of March -80th,

But

nded thee to keep | on Sunday, and other Christians do business | 5° ©P an
Seep
them, and’

a

to a deliverance from

rd

Star

God eo

y

We can never be too careful

In the

the creation.

-

+| rebels of the South had shown by their con-

attention of an American in Germany, birth was recorded not long after civil regwhen he begins to get a ‘little insight into istration began in ‘Great Britian. It must,
the life of the people, is ‘the equality and t
re, have been given by some minissympathy existing between parents and
r of reBigion at baptism; or, at any rate,
| children. In no country do parents .take | it was not bestowed under the auspi
hi
;
pices ol f a
‘more pains, and likely not so much, to Sovernineat officer. It is no less painful an

few persons choose

Rebels," and the

state’, Conventions] that

passed the ordinance of secession. Should

Testament nomenclature are clearly attrdct-

hopeful

One of the first things that strikes the

to observe a different day! from that obseryed by their fellow Christians, they introdidfe
:
;
nfusion where there should be erder,
and
wo col put thempelies and vikers jor, aut

wast a servant in the | unnecessary

er work than anything which had before
been aecomplished for man, It as nok

Reaping, we its fruits must see.

a

reckoning from

of the

e, there is an Hosanna, and a Sinai at Llanidan ; also a Se-| for mere political capital.
ANTIK
U-KLUX LEGISLATION,
lah, near Monmouth. The oddities of Old

The Children’s Land.

tion is spoken
of in the Scriptures as a great- | are. indifferent
and worldly will have an ex- © TT
:
i
for doing business on both days,

. Whatsoe’er our sowing be,

f th

*

week,

it will be.seen that, if

8, army to serve with the

members

| which is borne by an unfortunate citizen of Government means to be magnanimous in
its dealings, and that'it attempts nothing
Bridgend. At Tremado

ened war of races, this threatened destruc-

first, the seventh, or the fourth day of the

the

bill |

Join the rebellion, officers who. left theU.

Scriptural Works: and titles—as, for exam-

ple,

and thorough reconstructior., to come now
into the arena, and put a stop to this threat-

the fourth cemmandment, whether the day
thus observed could be proved to be the

and that the Lord thy God

the Sabbath day.”

They shall bring forth golden Ein h
Are ToS has Et wel y

:

forits

Maine, mandgtoed
get an amnesty

brought thee out thence through a mighty | servance

Are we sowing seeds of kindness?

Authority of the

ly spoke as the only means

who adhere to the seventh

Welsh

BILL.

On Mondayof last week Mr. Hale,of

through the House, which it is doubtful if
the Senate agreesfto. “It includes all offenders excepting those who left Congress to

|‘course which is likely to lead to the non-oh- |’ i L th
m, han a
ay
Say i “th Yorisie posties 18 3 Io to be found
of ‘any day of rest. Because, if mate,
thet acguaintec . W.
elr pians, | “i the registers, and a Talitha Cumi. * A rehand and by 2 stretch ed-out-arm ; therefore | some Christians rest
on Saturday and work talk with them as to older
people, never | quest was recently made to a Norfolk rogis-
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The

dulge in eccentric names,

tors’ Islands. These two groupsof islands soldiers may be®' ‘necessity, but the fewer
are only fifteen degrees of longitude apart the wiser; more excellent than all else,
from each other, but thereis twbnty-three more necessary than all else, is to invite,
hours’ difference in their time ‘of keeping by appeals to their honor, their patriotism,
the Sabbath. It will be seen then ‘that it is and their safety; to ferce, by a new sense of
impossible for all Christians to keep the their responsibility, those natiral leaders of
same time as the Sabbath; and without the South, of whom Gov. Andrew so wisereckoning those

seen

Queer Names.

to restore tran-

New legislation may

o'clock “on Monday morning at the}Naviga- be useful, but the less the .better; federal

in vain,”said also, “Remember the Sabbath

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
.

power in such a new effort
quillity to the South.

a double

authorization for keeping the first rather
Our conclusion is, then, that whoever tion of the best interests of the South.
than the seventh day of the week ?”
: regularly observes one specific: day in the
Answer. We think there is, We have week, acts in accordance with the spirit of |

for, is prima

;

force, would give to both parties

at noon on Sunday at Washington, it is but
half past six o'clock on Sunday morning at
the Sandwich Islands, and it is half past five

pa

puttisas possible preus 8a; Ve expenses. ¥
are large

afterwards special directions given to the
Israelites, — such as to kindle no fire on
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yes, she swore to ‘His dyes are dim and glassy, and when the.
film of death falls over hi, he misses those: |
accustomed tones which might have’ sooth-

ed his passage to the grave.”
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Donovan says: * If the juice be filtered

production

‘The boat. Wad got ,outah 4
gredt event.
Jet, down over the sideand
It

tareh, born A. DJ60, says: ** Wine. is ren-,
dered old, or feeble in strength,

Profit and Loss.

is frequently filtered,

when

it
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ngth being

er inflames

the 3
thus. exhausted,

to drink.”
pleasant.”

wine has

by the filall its force or strength
‘as in trade. The Master said * What shall ter;” and then adds, * We. must bearein
:
dt profita man P"
that there, is a ‘succus which, by fer
.
| mind
sphere

An the limited

menting, would make to itself
be seen at a glance. = It
The succus is
the (poison ) outdof the must.”
can be expressed by numbers. But
Treqt wrote in 1841:
Captain
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Nelson,
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Profit and loss in this department therefore,

is not to be estimated by any brief duration,
"morby any limitation to one individual life.

‘We may be sure of this one general prinHow«ip,—there is no profit in “gvrong.
or
everer it1% may seem, whatever of popularity

certain

“operation, as the physical laws
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e
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quest
a
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eiple,
selfish or mercenary aims, the penglty may
not be fully felt until the whole work ma; but nevertheless the law is sure in
tures

Each plane of thought has,a

its operation.

perception of moral order peéuliar to itself;
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open thedoor, I will come

on the eve of another storm.
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into

and he

ove

a remumerative

not feel disposed

types in Concord, learned to set them with.
out assistance, and for some time worked -

l y to retire from the ministry, but em= off his paper on‘a press of his own construc-

his Sabbaths in supplying destitute. tion, made mostly of wood.
ighborhoods with holy truth, The writ-|
The Informer was continued about five

rand others will net soon

resumed

Buzzell's magazine “was

forget his last. years.

a. little morshan

‘ger
Sorpachod

in. pattion-

France,
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"The sky is] No wonder that years ago, they

in 1820, and published two years.

two |

fore his death, rior will thos pres-{And early

‘we ks

could re-

and was peculiarly néted for his aptness

ject the Bible and glory in their delusion.
So, if skeptical books are placed in the
|i ands of youth, they are liable tobe led’
common, The weather is a little eooler.
13." In the Gulfstream.
The .sea is from the restraints ofvirtue and religion.
rough and the sky is wild. Now the worst ‘But if good books are circulated, their in-

thin, and less like syrup. Began it just three months ago to-day.
Hesiod prescribed during summer months
16. The storm goes on. We take our
Ni- J
three parts of waterto one of wine.
food in our laps, holding on with one hand.
cochares considers two quarts of wine to It seems as if the ship could not bear these
five of water as the proper proportion. knocks and crashes much longer. How litAthenacus states that the Taeniotic wines tle land people know what a storm is. We
have such a degree of richness and fatness spend all the time that
wgegan in bed. Twice
that when mixed with water it seemed the sea has come right'over the top of the
gradually to be diluted, much in the same
after cabin. Omece it drenched Ida from
The head to foot. Yesterday I fell across the
way as ‘Attic honey well mixed.
wine here referred to must have been boil- cabin with a jerk, and went cragging against
ed down to a syrup or even to a jelly. .And the opposite} ceiling. Four strong arms
the mixing of water with the thick boiled picked me up, and to-day it proves to have
Prov. 9:2: ‘been Only a jar.” It is a lesson to keep still.
wines of Palestine explains
¢« Wisdom hath mingled her wine,” . And
17. Storm over, and we canstayup all.
at the Passover, water was mingled with
+

A ¢hurch may increase its. numbers .by
means which violate the moral sense of its

members.

near

could

he

ary. Yet

al these gospel invitation

1 of flour; and “his pockets fall of.

$.S. Bepartuent,

in

quoting Scripture, giving chapter and verse

in support of each sentiment in his sermons.

membership

may seem tobe an evidence of strength.
“But really it is an ultimate loss. The moral
tone of the community has been lowered,and

the prime objéct of church relations is so far

cupé for each person must be prepared.”
Andas no leavened or fermented food was

wine,

quire. Hethen

Teed.’ But is it rightto make it the chief

took each son and daughter

steward to make him
he would put some bottles of hot water into

|’

rich.”

Solomon

than

a wiser

And

Text, Ps, 89:
the “will of man

9.
to

S. R. Evens.

the will'nfGod.

end of life to lay up earthly treasures? It
a pair of wristers if is not. Solomon says, * Labor . not to be

mixed with

water, that Christ instituted the supper.
And this kind of wine was in strict compliance with the law concerning ledven.
A.D.

memberof the family to render her such and encouraged it to act by the conflHe
assistance as her feeble health might re dence he showed in its power of good.sense

Have you a home in heaven ?
Tue PLeasvuRe oF Doma Goop. The

very blowy.
lamp purning WA day: The girls’ feet are
almost frozen. Mary made a bargain with

~

regard to his effects, and then cha rged each | ‘pathetic»

there ?

Now, it is by honest means, their temporal wants, and | (': Dodge, and others,
thing closed up, and the to make suitable provisions for the time of Theme, submission of

And let us remem-

ber that it was with this

a. possession

you

all at once it became very cold.

allowed to be used at this feast, this must
have been boiled wine, and the water was

put in to make it thin.

Have

above.

selfish never think of conferring benefits who were present, by thehapd, and upon
upon others, unless they are amply remathem separately pronounced his dying blessnerated. ‘Hence they aré totally ignorant of ing.
those secret joys and pleasures arising from.
After brief funeral services at his house,’
a benevolent spirit. To speak in plain his remains wera taken to Sugar-Town, a
terms, our happiness consists in doing goed,
place of his former residence and pastorate.
and in obeyirg the commands of God. No JAlthough this afitiction may be deeply felt
perof
one can be happy unless conseious
by the church and community in which he
forming some generous, worthy act. If moved, let us bear in wind the sad loneliany ohe wishes for a. greater degree of en- ness ofthe afflicted and bereaved widow in
joyme t, let him do" all the good "he can. her lone home, and may our earnest prayHe wifl bo more like the blessed Saviour ors, and alms if need be, in some small
I'who -went about doir.g good.
’
degree be a solace in her bitter cup of afflicday.
23. There has been “another storm and
LAviNG uP EArTALY TREASURES. It is tion. His, funeral services were performed
then we got out of the Gulf-stream, when unquestionably the duty of all to supply, by the writer, assisted by Revs, Jackson,

and the violation of .this perceived law is
-always followed by disasterous consequences. Tt lowers the violating character in
its own estimation. It lessens its moral
power among the progressive influences of
wine, and Dr. Lightfoot says at least * four
Yife, and thus retards all religious advance“ment.

man

“#Bo#'n”| him, andrayill sup wifh him,
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He finishod his work on earth and passpd|~ TRUST You ScroLAns.
schoolThe
over the Jordan of death on the 4th of Jan.. boys of Rugby
say: ‘‘We must not
used to
of
life
the
lived
he
As
last, aged 59 years.
Dr; Arnold; t for lie always be.
coll a lie toge
part of the voyage is beginning. It is wet, fluence, by the blessing of God, will be the righteous, so did he die the death of the |
Christian gentleman, proThis
us.”
jeves
e,
theré&for
.
dark and dreary. How ‘the ship “creaks salutary, . Every effort should,
4 o'clock in the found schon: and suc
at
teacher. ao
informed
When
same.
wines in common use, and found that those
gos, did not
and groans! and how the wind screams be used to circulate religious books. Some- afternoon previous that he could not long
ous of his own virtuous
esteemed the best, were sweet and snintoxIn hie follow-croathres.
their avistance
and shrieks throngh the shrouds! 3 o'clock, thing must be done to counteract the del- survive, he ried with umusual strength, i
in
is
grape
the
of
juice
boiled
The
jcating.
He believed in a moral sepse,and ithe eduP. M. The gale grows fiercer, Itis dark. eterious influence of unholy writings.
expressing gratitude that he had been ap- cation of youth acted pecordingly.
common use in Sicily.”
His
No
valued.
highly
deluged
is
and*then
home
now
A
Home.
The decks are every
ly requests main | rpose was to establish in the hearts
immediate
and
fact,
the
of
prised
TER.
WINE MINGLED WIT
with tremendous seas. Everything is cold place seems$0 good as home; but all should
that his wife and children might come to of his pupils that faith in their own inherent
We have abundance of evidence that the and dismal; Mary and I have been singing2'| remémber that they ;must soon bid adieu to ed
held.
room. He and his wife having given capacity for virtue which he himself
his
net
ancients mixed their wines with water;
hymns. It takes us back to the|the objects of earth, and to ‘their temporary mutual assurance of holy affection, he pro- He, therefore, showed his trust in them,
Bengali
ht learn to trust in themselves.
that they.
because they were too strong, but because dear ones we have left. To-day we finished homes. It is then necessary for all to seceeded to give some general direction with He gherish
virtuous im
by his symthey were boiled down so thick that they the last chapter in the Bengali Testament: cure another home—a permanent residence
acknowledgment of its existence,
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thirteen years afler the ugus'.Q. death of “Randall, and the same year that
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es. Weren't they nice? But | ular, has been deluged with the writings of M,, sogw forget the earnestness with which his widow died, a Stararose.
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Star,
Morning
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salvation.
of
gospel
he preached the
Napoleon was no longer Emperor of France. What a pernicious effect these writings ther®
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=
and pa-. from sights:
systematic.
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he
preacher
a
As
12. Monday morning. We
hig iseem to be must have had on the people as a pation. thetic. He spoke” with deep earnestness,

“This is & question that coneerns us moral- the brain, nor tafects the mind'and the pas- | &°
ation to
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Pliny says: * The most useful
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says,

thus elevated his boysto his own lofty
of moral prineiple. “We must not tell a
lie to Drs Arnold,” they said, ‘‘for he al‘ways believes ws.” Their high-minded mas-

ter did not admit the possibility of his being

told an untruth. Could they, therefore, be
Thais sense
80 men spirited boa Jo tell we
to that of
honor, responding in
of
With such
their noble teacher, forhade it.
an instructor as Dr. Arnold, it is not sur-

prising to learn that of the best of England's
men at this day his pupils are among the
foremost.
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“1 dow't think
Make Tuem Twix.
wud about it; not any more than I can't
i
elp.”
Such was the answer a young: friend

gave me when I asked him to be a Chyie

;
tian.
“But you do think, sometimes P” I said.
“Yes, when you or some one else makes
me, but I put it out of mind as soon as I°
:
can.”
1 have thought"of those words often. If
school classes think of Christ
our
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BY JOSEPIl FULLONTON,
only when we make them, oh, let us make
*¢ Lay not up for yourselves. treasures upon.
her bed. 120 miles only from Cape Cod.
eo
corrupt,
doth
them think“ften, think deeply. By pointed
rust
and
incdld,
moth
olent
where
miserable,
earth,
benev
Another
A
Evening.
nted.
THE
VISION
OF
RANDALL.
23.
preve
and
foiled,
words in the class, such as will pinch the
and
through
break
us
thieves
meet
ined,
where
Ships
susta
and
bangy, cross day.
shaky,
stitution may be temporarily
The American poet, Joel Barlow, wrote conscience, by a loving entreaty when we
>
steal.”
out to sea with half a gale blowing
ps
by méans which violate moril obligation,
of the vision of Columbus:
‘‘Columbus, sce them alone, by a note of earnest invitaWaaTs Lire? “Jt is even a vapor, however,died in ignorance of the real gran- tion, let us make
on. They come from the place
them think of these things,
right
them
and though those means may seem essenMissionary
Life.—No.
3.
where we are trying to go. All day a thick, that appeareth for a little time, and then deurof the discovery of a Continent. So of and so think that they can not put them out
tial to styength and perpetuity, their end
all these by our ferblinding snow-storm has been going om. vanisheth away.” It is like a bubble upon most who have made discoveries and been of mind. Let us efollow
will be, the defeat of the central purpose.
EVERY-DAY THINGS ON SHIPBOARD.
and then the
prayers,
importuuat
vent,
a
to
compared
The sailors have to climb up .the frozen the briny deep. It is also
. With all our piety we ean not escape the
will Le reuseful.”
;
words
the
fruit;
bear
will
seed
doOct. 16. How. different from last Sab- ropes. Everybody is suffering. Mary is weaver's shuttle, Do all realize this to be
dlder Randall died in 1808. From some membered, however greatthe effort to put
" natural sequence of loss from ‘wrong
Town
Cape
bith. The sea is like a lake.
wary
’
making stewards cuffs. No fires. Tt would a true picture of human life? Noj for things known: we may safely judgeof the them out of mind.
ing.
pleasant and sad be dangerous to have them.
If our classes only think of these things
great preparations are made for longtlife unknown.
The great question of gaifl morally is the is all in view. Memories
He
was
modest,
and
generally
years ago, we
when we make then; let our efforts be unIf actions
24. Cape Cod light-house appeared at and uninterrupted happiness.
question of right. Not theright as deter- are in our hearts. Eighteen
realized just about what he expected.
ceasing ; be in-season and out of season.
ones
little
dear
the
of
9 o'clock, A. M. Everybody almost frozen. | speak,one would be led to believe, from the
—1. The success of -thesentiments he had The secretof their indifference
mined by seeming exigencies and present were here. Three
is, they do
our
to
gone
have
terthen
never
us
would
with
hfe
that
were
Boston
by
many,
who
conduct of
Strong head winds keep us out of
embraced and preached, led him to see that pot think. One of old said, ‘““When I
necessities ; but the right as demanded
“beyond the river,” and we, harhor.
Salt water icicles are hanging minate. How mistaken andk deluded are the denomination would become large. His thought on my way, I turned my feet to thy
the fundamental principles of justice and Father's home
press on to meet about the ship. ‘She is lashed, and all over the mostof mankind ! How short is life— ministry wus nearly thirty years. -At the testimonies.”
,”
pursuing
though
faint
"equity.
:
Fo
>
May God help us to make our pupils
the surface the blowing -snow makes a just long enough to prepare for eternity.
- The great defect ina time-serving policy them,
end of the first ten years, the connection
A
think.—S. 8. Times.
sea.
fairy
rather
or
land;
befairy
like
is
thinking
This
isa
right,
night
Man
the
.
dreary
THOUGHTS
ignore
dangerous,
to
Pre
es
Another
thick mist.
is not that it profess
which began with the New Durham church
lying
is
ship
a
in:
those
bilmy;
upon
and
0
ing ; but he should reflect
is before us.
had increased to some twenty or more, The
but that it persists in determining the right by The air is clear
it are fishing. We
SHOW YOURSELF FRIENDLY. Not mere95. Christmas. Last night was a tearful teresting themes beyond the skies, which membership has been variously estimated.
jts own nécessities. Real integrity deter- near us, and the men on
a
caught
Captamn
The
destiny.
future
his
soundings
to
in
ly
what, but how, we teach determines the
are
relate
dead
justice
wind
“of
intimately
ts
zero,
“at
elemen
ter
the
by
Thermome
one.
"mines its course
Some have thought it about one hundred,
color of the ahead and blowing fiercely. We passed People would be much happier if they, conresult
upon the pupil :
and equity regardless. of its own limited most beautiful fish, just the
as ‘many churches were small. In the His
brightest in the Patent Office reports. Provincetown harbor yesterday, P. M., and
The most exalted gifts as an instructor
ed their thoughts to proper objects. The tory it is estimated at ‘about four hundred.
necessities, popularity or preferment.
through the sea; beat all night. Most of the sailors got numb
s
lies of the world would ‘not then fill the At Randall's death, in 1808, probably there and the greatest apthess in teaching, united
This may involve present loss, but this Shoals of porpoises plough
them
keeping
and
them,
ovef
The afflictions of life were from seventy-five. to one hundred in a nature: cold and heartless, can never
hanging
with
to
and
mind with levity.
and frozen. The decks were covered
Yoss is always future gain. It'is growth
secure the regular attendance, or promote
. is’ a living cloud of silver-winged ice, the ropes too stiffto pull. The anxiety would not oppress the mind with gloomy churches, and the membership might have the rapid improvement of the young.
A
"the character itself, and it sheds a hallowed company
mixes
ly
continual
that
of
edge
thinking
lower
birds, whose
of the Captain probably kept him from freez- apprehensions, if we were
been five or six thousand. In a letter of churl might teach logarithms, and a cynic
* ‘influétice over everything it touches.
mingles with the sea-army that flound- ing. This morning we came back to Prov- land where afflictions are never known. Randall's mot long before his departure, he philosophy ; but as the truth must be taught
Christ, the martyrs, all moral heroes have, and
rushes along ten or. twelve miles an incetown harbor and cast anchor, and here We should engertain more exalted views of spoke of the F, Baptists as having become a in love, it requiresa heart and mind sanctiand
ers
the
and
by this loss, gained for themselves
fied by its
power. ‘The best gifts are
greatThen, nearer by and on every side, we are.
-| God, know more of ourselves, and be bet- great people.
!
;
*‘Glorious things are spoken ly to be
world what they could not have gained in hour.
‘desired, and should
be sought
for
handsome
.the
albatros,
ter
prepared
to
discharge
duty.
dignified
stayed
the
We
are
It is Sanday, cold and clear.
of, thee, O Zion, city of the living God.” with unwearied diligence; afd when united
‘any other way. We ought to know that all
These fondly *One with his penetration and faith could with a warm and earnest heart, which beats . «
and Mother Carey's chickens, pin bed till 1.0’clock,
A HumsriNe TaoueHT.
the best and only thing
permanent gain now and evermore fies in Cape pigeon
as they can be. Al- we could do, and sang hymns. At 1 o'clock cherished bodies of ours must ere long fade, not Dut see great sutcess to the new denom- in sympathy with the wants of the young,
the direction #f the ‘right as indicated by all apparently as happy
. This is the the stove was got up, and now we are de- wither, die, and find a reception in the ination in the future. He declared it on they constitute a power for good most decharming
just
is
it
M. C. B. together
- #rath and
1 justice.:
voutly to. be desired. But:
these gifts are
fourth time we have been here, and always liciously happy and comfortable. This is cold grave. This must be a humbling
condition there was humility. and zeal.
rare; osly few possess thems,
But all can
indiaspiring
lofty,
proud,
that
stormy.
to
tipand
thought
very
cold
before found it
a beautiful harbor, the inside of the
2. Elder Randall's work was to “run to develop
kindly feelings,
and
cherish a lovvidual, whose idol is his beauty, whose
Oct. 19. Lat. 35 1-2 deg. S., Long. 19 1-2 ‘end of this sickle-shaped peninsula.
exhibition and fro.” He was called to “do the work ing interest for the young.
Bible Wines.—No. 2.
his frame, of an
ns of gratifideg.W. We change from the Indian ocean to
grangelist.” This he loved. Ina let- of this affection, by ex
This is-the very spot where the May Poast is the complete structure of
v
—
—
excellent ter tothe Quarterly Meeting, while confined cation at. meeting them P e class, calling
.more
Quite
is
he
sight.
that
is
in
glory
vessels
whose
Five
years
the Atlantic.
hundred and fifty
one
in
put
Flower
them by name,
asking after their health,and
“WINES PRESERVED UNFERMENTED.
than his fellow.
S. H. B. {to the house’ a few
v
cheerful. Spoke a French brig by signals. ago. Brave hearts were they. .
ponths before he died, ‘above all by visiting them frequently at
says:
1668,
Captain
Boerhan¢, borm in
‘Herman
After the signaling was over, our
he said, “My soul is enraptured when I call “their own homes, will soon win their hearts,
98." A tug came down from Boston last . Rutland, O.
« By boiling, the juice of the ripest grapes made three good-bye bows. It was done night, but we can not move out till bad
to‘the teacher. You make
to mind the glory J have had in the minis- and attach them
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“He is the Bridegroom, they are the bride,

Priest,

they

Five,

ten, or

twenty

years

hence, he is assured, he may execute. some
noble purpose; but just now he will excuse

Union with Christ.

He is the High

Now.-

are

re-

live,

And so the mass of men

himself,

solving to do something in the future, but
neglecting to do anything at present.

The most of the failures in life, all the dif-

a royal

is

ought to be and

what

between

ference

+

Aprils
It is indulged by parénts, and their chil- since
then the mercury has risen nearly as
dren in turn exhibit’ the same habit. 1t is high, but until
this year not before the
practiced by teachers and preachers, and 16th. In fact; nature
has pretty well estabmultitudes who receive from them their lished her right.
to be startling, and no
niethods, go out to wait, and return with whim seems to be too strange
for her indulnothing accomplished. It begets cowardice, gence. The approa
ching seasons may be
increases self-distrust, adds to the. swelling remarkable, and they
maybe just ordinary ;
tide of laziness that is helping to fill our. they
may be accompanied by empests and
criminal asylums, and is yearly peopling
other
disturbances, or they may pursue the
the nether world with those who lift their
tenor of their way in serene quietness; but
voices in despair.
it will be hardly possible to startle us after
Aside from its sinfulness, such a course this severe
thunder-storm in April, and the
is almost invariably fatal. How frequent
hot Saturday that preceded it.
\
are the admonitions on this very point.
Visit your cemeteries any of these April
days, and as you walk among the graves; ;
Self-Denial,
learn a lesson.
They are of all lengths, and
the inscriptions on the headstones show that
"As stated in last week's Star, the Indetheir inmates were of all ages. God would pendentsuggests that a-call
has been made
thus remind us that no gge or condition is upon
it by the past generation, in the persafe from the destroyer. Our daily experi- son of a *‘
venerable patriarch,” to make
ence proves its truth. The death-angel more
prominent.in its columns the Chrisvisits the ‘very Street on which we live; he tian duty
of self-dénial. If we are correct
knocks at our next door maybe, and takes
in supposing that patriarch to be President
those by whom we may hav e satan hour beFinny, it is obvious that he had a right to

\

Very significant
are these symbols

which

give personal identity and union to Christ
and the church. They assure us of rest
= we are weary ; of: comfort: when we
in sorrow; of strength when ‘we are
‘weak ; of fresh courage when hope is wan-

ing;of a sustaining hand when .we would
sink ; of light in darkness; of cheer in despondency ; of peace amid conflicts; and. of
triumph over any foe that may

oppose

us.

Can there be a sinfle gap in the ranks when
we have this invincible Captain, who is at
the same fime the Saviour of every . faithful
follower ?
a
But why is this union; .and who seeks it?
It is to save a lost world,

and is secured

by

the infinite love of Christ. Lost in the wilderness of sin, that love found us; and with
no claims upon its offices but our weakness

and its compassion, it wrapped itself about
us, both to protect and redeem wus. The
dear Christ accepted the lot of mediator,
willing to suffer untold agony to save and
join

us

to himself.

Did

he-die

in

fore.

Thus He would teach us that safety lies in

vain?

Ask the joyous convert, just now yielding
to despair; ask the dying Christian, to
whom there could be no

hope

but for

a present,
: preparation.

that

death ; ask society in its’ better condition:
and ask the world, on which the Christian
church has its strong hold, lifting it up
nearer to God.
But

for

that

Jove,

and

We need
results.

need

possible, and

thatthe union which he

mits us to share
secure.
;
Itis by this
charch ean with
body of Christ.

with him

makes

per-

them

all

union that the Christian
any propriety be called the
“Forwe being many are

one body,” of which

Christ

about

future

that

be to

us?

The

what

command

to

each is, follow where I lead, and now.

Who stops short of this, does it at his own
‘ Behold now is the accepted time.”
Can it be at all consistent with duty or safe-

peril.

the storm, no helping hand in the struggle;

prospect of future, unending bliss, without
reflecting that Clirist's love makes them all

not then ‘be anxious

many, and another but a little -while,

the atonement

privileges of society, the comforts with
which life is filled, and above all in’ the

now,

‘Ifit pleases him that one labor
here and another there; one in prosperity,
another in adversity ; one till his years are

which it offers; mone of these blessings
could come to us. There could be no assurance to any doubting heart ; no cloud by
day, no fire by night ; no cheering voice in
unhelped and unguided, we should be left
to grope in darkness and with nothing but
shadows on which to rest a hope. Let no
one rejoice in"his-condition,
in the pleas-|
, ures of home, the boon of friendship, the

Are we right

fully consecrated -and devoted? If 80, we
are prepared for whatever the Master saith.

ty thustokeep back the efforts that are requir-

ed of us?

If death

should

come

this moment on the members

down at

of the

Chris-

“tian church, what proportion of them would
be found ready? It is well to call sinners
to repentance, but ‘do not many nominal
Christians need a eall to Christian activity ?
He who simply professe of. hat he does not
in reality possess, is likd the soldier who sleeps on the enemy's . ine, to 4vhich the
match has been already applied. There are
many in quite as imminent a condition.

Delay is as dangerous to the simple professor, as to the open blasphemer. If either
knows duty, the only safety lies iin perform-

is the

head. ping it, and that at once. united td] The world is perishing

And we are thus to be firmly

because men,

church-men and all, are half- hearted, practically deceivers, so like the one who said ** I
istry, whizh, like the veins and arteries in go, Sir,” but went not. We are reddy soacthe natural body, will serve to convey in- knowledge ths Divine existence, oar own
fluence and nourishment from the head to responsibility, the worth of souls, the preveach particular member of this myssieal alence and the effects of sin, the conditions
of those in its grasp, but how much farther
body.
do
we go?
Do our daily activities really
But a body is for use ; it is the instrument,
Christ and among burselves, by ‘the Spirit,
love, faith, the sacrament, » word and min-

¢-py which results are reached,
the feet, the brain, the

business.

The

whole

hands,

frame _ is for

either: or them?

And in proportion as

any of these is removed, does the

‘of the body become impaired.

efficiency

It is similar

with the church, the body of Christ.

Every

individual Christian is a part thereof;—a
limb, or a hand, ora finger, a joint it may
be, but still a part,

and

without

A

yy

|
EH

Father a church

holy

would

and

be

the

do our lives differ

can each one say to the Father,

knowest that I am not to blame

this?”

‘Thou

for any of

The world is apt to eritjcise very se-

marred.

useful,

as

the

fruit of his love and sacrifice, will it not
please him, and will he not honor the instruments who have humbly assisted in the

last broken

winter,

which began

a good

deal behind time apd closed. as far ahead,
have each had representatives in April, as

though they had strayed from’ the ranks in
July
and Januaty, and dropped in upon us
work? If he can show that he has changed
at
the
first opportunity. Saturdthe
ay,
8th,
“the wicked and vicious
into the truthful and
the
thermomet
er in Dover indicated 90 deg.
kind, willit not be accomplishing a part of

=

‘his mission P
If saints are his body, then are they iden-

in

the shade,

while

in other. places

the

ps

mercury rose slightly above that point,
tified with him in all his plans, purposes, and in general it was close up to it. Fatal
conflicts and victories.
We in him and cases of sunsiroke occurred in New York
he in us foréver. Thus the union be¢omes the

and one or two other places, ‘while a gobd

many out-door laborers were” obliged to
suspend operations, This remarkable Saturday was preceded not very remotely by a
snow-storm,and closely followed by several
days of disagreeably. rough weather. De‘And thas the glory, joy, eternal life which structive
tornadoes werd numerous in the
must Sow His.
he San and tied will west
shout that time, and terrific thunder-

brotherhood, Christ the Elder Brother, and
God the All-Father,
The work that he inaug“rated
we are Yo finish, drawing ever our
help and guidance from the one source.

—_—_—.

a

which

By how much

from those who profess far less than we do ?
We say the world is unfair; that it judges
the church by its faithless members,
But

verely, but seldom unfairly.
:
Would we see the church stiong and pre-.
Of which essential part of our own bodies
would we be deprived, and still consider vailing ?. Would we see it meet ‘the tide of
ourselves as perfect as before? Of what skepticism that is rolling in upon us, and
talent in the church, though it be the hum- push it back, and plant its foot on the neck
blest, can the great Head be deprived, and of every evil shape ? - This is what the Bible
«= still accomplishits whole “work ? If Christ promises that we may see, and when we
arise in a spirit of unyielding activity, with
works with the redeemed, they ought to
work out their own salvation well, win Christ's ‘““now ” on our lips and in our
other souls daily, resist satan firmly, walk hearts, this is what we shall see.
in the straight path steadily, bear burdens
N. ature’ 8 Moods, .
like strong men, and co-operate on rid
2.
ly
dr —
another cordially, each strengthenil
The odd state.of the weather for the
brother.
past fortnight has not . differed from that
And the Lord is honored when this ody of the last year. The intense heat of last
is more active, healthy, strong , ready for
summer, unusual in New England, and this
every good work. If he.can present to the
integrity of the whole

i

witness that’we consider them realities, and
that we are living in
i acknowledgment of

pinghis ob his
ments,

or dingy

tablo aria

al

2

a course of education comfortably, but,—
whatever may be. the delinquencies of the

he
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stayed in school, though

very many who

uriable to pay their way after a very agree.
able fashion.
It was no uncommon hing for members

of my college

class. to put their trunks
and

aboard the stage,

themselves foot it on

vacation visits to and from

:

to it.

ms ns

oan

But. here the

ers,

would

hereb

pub on.

solemn protest

but severe measures, and the whole country

record

our

by

of the city is worse than ever. The our municipal affairs; no fitting reason for a

Current Topics.

mob is said to number 200,000

Christian sect to become the pensioners ‘of

strong, and

is constantly increasing its deeds of vio- the City Treasury, ‘while it is
under vast burdens of unknown amount.
aid of lence and outrage.. It has suppressed most We hold the
ce injurious, because,
of the newspapers,
taken the Hotels and

~—A LARGE CHARITY.
A fair in
suffering France opened on a grand scale in
the Boston Theater last Tuesday week.
It
has been in preparation for some time; it is
managed by able hands, and there is every
prospect that it may prove a success. Various novelties are introduced, and no pains
are spared to draw crewds.and to get money.
Whatever the receipts amount to, they will

the distance of seventy-five

they remembered

that Christ had

and firmer because he still “liveth

arisen,

to make

intercession.”

As little as we may

sympathize

with

forms that are only forms and with ceremo-

the services
their homes, to “of Easter can not fail to increase our trust

ora

hundred

fog

palaces for hospitals, imprisoned and maltreated the clergy, invaded the convents,
plundered the churches of their

warrant, it will be oT
misappropsiationsin

eful, Son

a be pleaded

ornaments

as a pelnTom

for

augmented lar,
tgusses

and sacred vessels, ransacked private dwell-

Jed to shield

eget,

or ibs

and

and endowments

even

nies that are only ceremonies,

ings, robbed private

citizens,

burned

in

and

thrown back many years by her precipitate

folly, and will not soon

recover her old po-

sition. Peace, whatever maybe the form
in which it comes, seems to be the preset
needful thing.
:;

\

.

\

influence that we are in
our “mission.”

‘We

favor of extending

are’ not

insensible to

the glamour of ‘Manifest Destiny,” witich

means a destiny. of Lh | ‘and control; but
Shere 1s a, bi er and no less manifest- destiny to which the nation must not be untrue
—a destiny to extend sound government and
stable institutions.
But it is said that annexation would be
the ruin of a negro state. If so, so be it.

——AN OMEN OF SUMMER. One of the
Indeed, with some, this was the which it commemorates .is that on which
miles.
sure and agreeable omens of summer is the The 2 Heroes there begin with every. advancommon mode of loéomotion. One mem- hangs our only hope. “Christ has arisen,” excursions
“They have the population; and, if
that are being projected in vari- tage.
ber, wholly dependent upon his own re- and therefore we walk with assurance in ;rous directions.
in
the
struggle
for existence another race .
People rarely remain in proves
stronger,” then
sources, was compelled to the practice of the narrow way, The toiler is strengthened, doors when
the better. Ne ;
they can conveniently remain groes ask no exceptionalall favoRs.
The,
strict economy

in

many

other

respects.

and’ quicken

our faith.

The

blessed

fact

am able to give, is, that they were generally whole, except at the knees and” elbows.
He, by the way, was fitting himself for the

the seeke¥r is comfirmed, the mourner is out; and but few pass the summer where
comforted, and the despondent are cheered. the winter or business held them captives.
And thus we renew the conflict with fresher Hence summer means pleasure, —among
courage, and talk of eternal life with a those who can afford it; and among those
steadier confidence, because the return of who could not,otherwise, Inducements offer.
Easter has reminded us afresh that the Lord edmake it ordinarily possible, The excursion’
livethy
‘that seems to be proving the most attractive
at present, is that arranged by-Mr. August
=—=DR. SCHOEPPE AGAIN. The case of Petersohn, of No. 3 Bowling Green, N. Y.

weeks, ~ Upon returning to our

that the Doctoris an old
many allegations

He made his own trunks, and manufactured the posts of his bedstead out of pine
joice and had them conveyed to the col.
lege eighty ‘miles on the stage.
He - wore
-all through his course home-spun clothes,

the: chief recommendation

of which, that I

not want to be .coddled. They must
Pid
qual rights, and then fight thetr way, like
ite men.
No old man among us at can
count up scores of families that have hecone extinct because they had not staniina. -

And, if the negroes or “the white men of
Santo Domingo, or of the South, under fair

laws, can npt swim, they must ‘sink ; ‘call it
fate or law, or what we will.
It is best: that
“the best should survive.

has treated annex-

this gentleman is again brought before the - A large and elegant steamer, now plying
y. It was a
ministry in the Congregational church. very prt.
to annex Alaska, which
A member of another class brought and public by another, and we trust final, effort between this country and Europe, will of
is only a necessary first stép northward. But
put into the cellar of the house in which I to secure a new trial. It will be remember- leave New York about the first of June, this best of Secretary
Seward’s acts has
enabling its passengers to visit the celebrathad taken rooms, -a half “barrel of erack- ed that the Doctor was tried some time ago
met only body ot icebergs
bergs; and, now
ed
places
in
Scotland,
England, Ireland, that ev
ers, and came to my room regularly each in Philadelphia, and sentenced to death for
knows that it. would be betSweden, Norway and Denmark.
Tt is ter for
West Indies, as also for us,
| day, bringing a little milk to moisten them the murder of Miss Steinecke. . His promi- -proposed.tooccupy “about
scarce anybody
three months in | ‘were Toy to
with; and on this diet he subsisted, to my nent position and fhe circumstances con- |
seems to im
to say a word in favor of
personal knowledge, six weeks! But hav- nected with the murder have attached un- making the trip,—too short a time, indeed, this first step southward.’ The sooner
it can
ing a strong constitution, he
remains to usual interest to the case, and it is not sur- in which to make extended observations, be honestly done, with the consent of these
the Damar
&
this day,”-a respected minister of the de- prising that strong efforts should be made but long enough for a pleasant sea-voyage Joople, the
We could|
down.
, and moral
influences
nomination, and a prominent actor in our to clear the prisoner. He positively afes tok at the most desirable places on
e route. Mr. P., who has had ‘some ex- upon dg ‘that would transform . them
firms his innocence, and has influential pareducational movements.
perience
abroad, will accompany the party. sposdily. If we could not, neither our naties
working
in
his
behalf.
They
poiut
to
My own chum, a candidate for the ConAl vigor nor our religion is worth much.
The
price
of tickets from New York, via
gregational ministry, furnishes an example his social and professional position, and conRn
Glasgow and Edinburgh, and return, is
of remarkable culinary -and provisionary. fidently claim that he was wrongly condemn$170,00 in currency, return tickets being
A Duersrmion. The Methodist Quarter
economy. Kinding his‘ cutlery. department ed.. It is doubtful, however, if his position
good for twelve months. Here is ap oppor- ly Review says some plain fiinge. Here Js
somewhat deficient, he whittled from a is allowed to defeat the ends of justice.
These ought to determine that, and not that tunity for those wishing, to take a foreign | its definition of American
piné shingle
a sort of half, knife |or
, these. . Besides, ‘there have been voyage at.a reasonable cost. We can not
baffle
spoon, with which he fed - himself.
n
room from

rmakiog her ‘mon
for him to find it~ convenientto pr

Je

fo

shut sts tis

wh.

Sa
4

A

the future.
th other Protestant bodies,
we desire to be found withstanding
abused and destroyed both the versons and estly, consistently, ahd Herston:
i
property of those who gave them the least suc ‘aggrandizements of any one
sect, out of the public Treasury, and
be judiciously appliéd to the relief of the| offense. They seem to be managed bya the resources
of the entire community. ne
secret
committe¢,
which
succéeds
in
not
needy sufferers in France. Itis needless
In
spite
of
this
protest, and that of the
to add that it isa French enterprise, and managing they at ail, and as soon as an act religious press of
the country, the managof
the
committee
is
displeasing, either inthat it is meant to be a patriotic as well as
disposed to abide by
seem
Home
the
of
ers
dividuals.o
r
the
whole
are
disposed
of, and
humane expression'by those who can not
their choice, let the results be what they
Efforts
well aid their unfortunate country -in any a new set isput in their places.
We hope that they may never regret
have been made for a compromise, but the may.
represent the generation in question in this other ‘way.
hope that the fears of ‘Catholic deWe
it.
rabid
mob
insists
on
controlling
the
respect. . Oberlin College, ‘as is true of
naThere are many things suggestive in this
signs may never_be realized. We hope
tion.
most institutions of like kind, saw in its and similar - enterprises.
The needy are
Its attemps to capture Versailles and thus that the gift may prove a real charity hoth
earhier;years many dark days, It was es- not forgotten. ‘The ties of race and nationtablished and sustdined for a long time ality extend across an ocean, and the voice overtirow the regular government, have now and always; butat the same time it
seems almost like hoping against hope.
not only shown its own cowardice and
through much pecuniary embartussment, ot
ring is rarely so faint or so far away
weakness,
but,
besides
affording Thiers an
and at great personal sacrifices. Its sidt can not be heard.
Maultitudes in
vanced position on religious and ‘moral Boston are laboring as earnestly to make opportunity to show his ability to subdue it, SAN DOMINGO ANNEXATION. The agihave blessed France in ridding her of several
questions served to enhance’ and’ prolong
che fair a success, and thousands patronize
tation caused by this mavément refuses to
inflqnmatory characters. Flourens, who
its embarrassments.- We well recolléet the the various tables as liberally as though
die out, even after the subject has been exthe public they were laboring for fathers and brothers has never beem much more thana curse to ecutively laid away until the next session of
report that reached us through
press, some thirty years ago, that, owing ‘m the one case, or purchasing an elixir for his country, was happily killed in a sortie, Congress. The bitter opposition to it in
to meagernhess of salaries,” the children of dying friends in the other.
It gives one a and two or three hundred companions have Washington has set people to thinking, and
the Proféssors were unable to attend church glow of gatisfaction thus to seesuch sym- fallen with him. After the attack on the they will continue to think in spite of any
for'thé want of suitable clothing to make a pathy and charity for those in need. It Versailles troops, which was mentioned, attempt to quiet. them. Opinions differ,
respectable appearance.
makes him feel as though he was a part of last week, the insurgents succeeded in es’ wisely but widely and decidedly but honestThis representations probably was an ex- Something true and generous from which he. tablishing themselves near. Neuilly bridge ly, and whatever may be the result of the
of Paris.
But this was -only “struggle, ‘but few of these opinions will
can separate
| can
aggeration ; but that it had ‘a semblaofnce
not
himself, and that whatever | on the west
temporary,
as
the regular troops soon dis- change. People hesitate to attribute the
truth there is no doubt. Though there may hi
ts,or wherever he may be, he will be
be but few of us who cgn testify from per- found out, and . they will be relieved. lodged them and now hold the position. same mafnanimity and absence of mére will
sonal experience or observation to any like There are, to be sure, suffering French in Thiers hesitates to bombard the city, but to the trained soldier that they do to the
sacrifices on the part of professors and America, and many of those in France proposes to subdue the mob by storm. Bis- tried statesman, and even at the risk of
teachers, yet wg can ‘bear witness to self- even need something besides the pecuniary -marek intimates that unless the situation is splitting the party Sumner has his: sympadenials and hardships in case of students, aid that can come from a great enterprise promptly improved, he shall march the Ger- thizérs as well as Grant his ‘supporters.
equally trying to faith, and equally hard to like this, but there is humanity in it never- ‘mais into Paris, and hold it till “a reliable They cat not see why a tropical island with
Thus it will its Catholic inhabitants should be so ardentbear. We are prompted to advance this theless, and whatever it fails to do, it must. government can be formed.
statement, and furnish a few inst¥ncos in make many happy hearts ‘and carry relief ‘be seen that French frenzy ds still -control- ly desired, and almost believe that it isa
ling andcursing fair France. Just releas- politician's whim instead of a statesman’s
proof, by a letter just received from a where it could not otherwise come.
ed from a disastrous ‘war with Prussia, the
young man who thinks he has a call to the
conviction. Still,we have profitably investcitizens take up aris against each other,
ministry, and feels the need of a better edFPR, SERVICER. Again the year has making the last condition more Seploratle ed in such schemes before; and it is just
ucation. - It isbut a samp’e ofa score of
possible that San Domingo would. not ~
breught around the day on which Christ than the first: ~ They refuse proffered
terms
others in our possession. He says: * For a
arose, and again the
ghurch has observed of peace, and the only hope of settlement prove a bad addition. Hereis what the
little more than a year, 1 have felt that the
says about it :
f the solemn festival. Flowers and ever seems to lie in the overthrow if not the an- Independent
Lord was calling me to the ministry. PerOur
country
had some experience in
greens have wreathed many an altar, and
nihilation of one of the two armies. If this annexation ; but,has‘even
haps I Have not obeyed him as I ought; hope has again sprung up as beautiful and
‘when
for
doom can be visited on the insurgents it evil, it las turned out- for good. Nobody
but I feel that I want an education. Iam vitalas they, while the head has bowed
not very well off as to this world’s goods, and gratitude has arisen that we have still will be a blessing indeed. And the success is sorry now that we made the Louisiana
or the Florida purchase. No one Fhanges
-and have stayed out of school because I a living Christ. Neither Catholic prostra- | thus far of the Government troops indicates that we are the weaker for havingta
~
triumph.
finally
may
they
that
could not pay my way.”
fexas and4 Collforma an these sarsitories
tions nor High Church ceremonies could
What the form of government will ultiNow we may not have known, during our crowd joy and devotion quite out of the heart
on and a lan
utte
- ours; ou we
have pc: Bi
‘own school-days,of any considerable num- and as the Easter bells called the throngs mately be can not now be determined. The Cri
ber who stayed out of school because they to worship, it must have heen with a lighter omens of a republic are decidedly unpropi- | them. Our assim lating power is no fee- .
Bler ow; id 5s 1 just
because that Bantg
could not pay their way; but we did know step and a firmer purpose,—lighter because tious, and it may be that imperialism is the
mingo n
3 ener,
Srjetic Anglo-Saxon
only safe thing for France. She is already

assure the reader. that it was not.com-

the

povis-| sip. The explanation
of these phenomena

3

;

the. said
will sustain him in seeking to bring the dif: and at a nominalal, of ne on a
Yent,
:
church,—whether they can get through it at ficulty to aa speedy ‘close.
>| Slety Dy he
State authorities.
We hold the acceptance to be subversive of
all. * God helps those ;who hélp them“
—
our denominational principles, ‘and “believe
selves,”and the church should be more ready
such Jrant unwarranted by thee
to veture something for Christ, and endure ——THE PAris Mos. Is any one tired of Dons
tional laws of pl J
‘and our
reading about Parisian folly? Then they|
something, if need be, for souls-—y. Fr.
State,
Were
it
otherwise
admissip
this
skip
may
aph
for
it
records that the ble, we see, in the present conjuicture
Fr
of
condition

fora full half hour.

should | self
the subject
ctio
of
n:

situational:

are

;

Ww

reasonable. objection

are recognized by Gov. Geary in his prompt

question whether they can get thiough with

ing | times, but rather after a more “primitive enough, of Course, that these should’ be
fashion. He wasseated in the middleof made, but we trust that neither the efforts
y the room, with a dish. of boiled
rice on, the of frignds nor the charges of enemios will

Rot ul | most

on

bees Mtg

defi that the nilitia bad to be called out
to control them, ‘Several collisions ensued
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Out in the night and the cold!

Waken to summer and mirth;
But one little sleeper has gone to his rest,
Never to waken on earth,—

Dead—found dead in the gtrect,
.

N\

Dead—for the want of a erust!

Dead—in the cold night air!
Without ever a-word of prayer,
In the heart of the wealthiest city
“In this most Christian land,
Without ever a word of pity,
Or the touch of a kindly han 1!

:
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Love in a Cottage.
nele Caleb and Ruth his wife,

. Caring little for outside weather,
Fifty years of their wedded life”
“Spent in this tiny house together.

“Mrosky the roof and gray the wall;
Narrow the window, low the door;
But love’s own sunlight hallowed it all,

From rafted ceiling to sanded floor,
Silent to-day ; butsilver sweet
Voices of ¢hildren long ago,
Keeping time to their restless feet,
Followed the mother to and fro.
Seattered afar from East to West,
Seeking their fortunes fur and
wide,
Noone stays in the olden nest, X

Where such beautiful memories hide.

_ Stranger feet on the tinie-worn stair
‘Wake the echoes of other days!

Stranger voices are lifted where .
~ "Caleb once “ turned the tune” of praise,

Caring naught for the grieving rain
That so sadly over them drops.

uHeeding ss little the sunbeam’s kiss,
Falling sweet from the summer sky,
In a narrower house than this
Caleb and Ruth together lie.

‘Up where the many mansions wait,
1s there, I wonder, a cottage small—
Not too stately its
ly gate, #

Not too shining its golden wall—
Where these’'two may in peace-abide?
Heaven were none if these must part—
Caleb away from her gentle side,

Ruth afar from his faithful heart!
Hand in hand froma morning to night
Traveled these two the long earth-day} . ...

Peace unclouded for fifty years.
:
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ft 80 clear, that
biel my upon
sta nd by that
river, a
an
the. shi ‘they ‘sported
and played in
ative element. One
bright summer da she
nded her way as

ua dow

th i, singing as she

went.a liymh she

dence ! " said Katy.

Kime

can take yous chioloe

birthday "presents

and

a tea-par-

mechanically,

* Thank you.”

inquir- |

own 'viting all my own

self?"

A

it

uch, do

you

owes Sut his Aunt Jennie laughed. .

y owngo confidentious friend, and fill|
ask your
your house chock up with beggars!”
|
“Th
They weren't % be beggars,8, either,”) said |
"Pinkie the valiant.

“I

5

b Besides a few preinsiofof wit thors are sev-

‘They

never begged

Charlie nodded his head decidedly.

He

over a little. Ag

True's you live, I had to coax some | reached out one fat forefinger and touched

They're

.“

J

en

God's

ev-

erything—the fishes, and the birds, and
flowers, - and everything
at
God
made.”

the
has

she sat; read in belting;
#4 Then said Ie also to him

that bade

him,

or a sup-

When

thou makest a dinner

ble, Jennie Davis; 'bout, if you're going to | carried him down stairs again

havea party, to ask poor people,

and

lame

that if’he was a good
ones, anfl blind ; and so I did, and not your | longer to-morrow.

bay

“Five o'clock,”

said

mamma.

“Who've

he

is add "

Tue mah

ut

grief to the. missionaries,

but they contin-

=
ued to’ pray and hope.
In looking over some papers Willie's
tract was discovered, with the marginal explanation, and the fact that prayer had been

offered in the beloved America for its suc-

Lillie had power

promising

of

eternal: hell,

and

that

all

his

He i Rn

up Sesion
ok by rc

peed As

he should stay

Sid.

had

+ school... Her voi¢e rmgior
ek
G
fi te 4 wh

On a log near the river sat a3 man, quite

hed

ng

most entirely

by ‘rail; the year before 1

traveled over twent five thousand” miles,

halfby sea

and

half by

rail; and in the:

ear before that, T traveled in the neighbor
ood of ten thousand miles, exclusively by
rail. I suppose if I put in all the little odd
journeys here and there, I foay say I have
traveled sixty
thousand miles during the
three years ¥ have mentioned. ‘And never
an i

nt.

For a good while 1 said to myself ever y
morning:
‘* Now I have escaped so far,
and the chances are just that much increased that I shall catch it this time. TI will-be
shrewd and buy ‘an accident ticket,” and to
a dead moral certainty I drew a blank and *
went to bed that night without a‘joint started or a bone splintered. I
got. tired of that
sort of daily bother, and fell £6 buying aecident tickets that were good for a month.
I said to myself, ‘* A man can't buy thirty
blanks in a bundle.”
But
I was mistaken. ¢ There was neve
a prize in the lot. I could: read of railwp¥
accidents every day—the newspaper at
phere was fogry with
them;

they never came

in

my way.

shad spent a good deal of money
ciderit business,

and had

nothing

found

I.1

in the acto show

for it. My suspicions. were aroused, and I
began to hunt around for somebody who
had won in this lottery. I found plenty of
people who had invested, but not an individual who had ever had an accident or
made a cent. 1 stopped buying accident
tickets and ‘went to_cyphering. The result
was astounding. The pail}
ril lay not in trav-

eling, but in staying at

I hunted up statistics, hy was amazed
to find that alter all the glaring newspaper
headings concerning railroad

disasters,

less

than three hundred
people had really lost,
their lives by those
disasters in the preceding twelve months,
The Erie road was
set down as” the most murderous in the
list. It had killed forty-six——or twentysix, I do not remember exactly which, but
1 know the number was double that of any
other road. . But the fact: straj
sugsted itself that the Erie was an immensey' long road, ahd did more business than

any other Yine in the country ; so the double “

enough, in that small

number of killed ceased to be matter for
circle, to stop and interrupt almost all its
figuring, it ap; peared tha t
comfortable literary culture. = The. reading in By further er
of Froude was given up. John could not Letwocs New. York and Rochester the
Erie ran eight passenger trains each way »
go to the study club; and, after an evening every day—sixteen every day, and carried
or-two-of trying to read up“at home, he -a daily averageof six thousand persons.
used
to stay an hour later at his office. That 1s about u million in six . months—the
n of New York city. Well, the
Lillie would go with him on Tuesday evenkills from. thirteen to twenty-thred

devote themselves to making. the

persons out of its million

and in the same time

in six months;

thirteen ' thousand ot

New York's million die ‘in their beds!

‘ev nir g

Hesh erept, my hair stood. on end.
* This
learning could not help him. It also told pass agreeably to her. She was to be put! is appa ing 17d said. ~The danger isn't
forward,
kept
in
the
foreground,
and
everyhim of One who was able and willing to
in traveling by radl, but in ‘trusting to those
to make her appear the deadly beds Twill never Sleep in a-bed
save, who had died for him, and was wait- thing arranged

in that establishment, . I feel that,
** But youmneed not tell’ her; no one. will Shpnces on those’ beds. The railroads are
guests were made heartily welcome, The crib last night, did you?” .
nough forme:
knéw
any thing abeut it.”
on his countenance. He viewed the
very diftiest had their faces and hands wash- « “How was it?” okdd Charlie,
to all peo wiles: Don’t stay
“1
would
know
and, if you would not think me.
all
about
it
myséif,
and
“0,” said Aunt Jennie. “your papa liftA
or
ts ob cn’: pol. Do
‘ed; and then they were all marched into
i
Ss Hie Somenes, Ho ie Plainly T'would like to
at
home
Id feel mighty mean if I couldn’t tell mothask one more favorof you.”
when you
5 oy
tonestay al home a while,
ge if he Mu Spoken the words aloud: “In
the dining-room, and sat. down to"-one of ‘ed one end of the. crib aud T Hilted the other, { BT
* I dball be

omg on wilh

ook” of ‘utter hopeless-| ot

pr God, Towe all thisto your “danghter,

happy
waters 1 could find rest and
forever. ‘Why should I not ? Farth power,” replied Mr,
“ | would like,”
+ ‘holds nothing for me. Friends and money |
Photograph of Mary

ep

havart daces.
What have I. worth living
No dno would extend to me the hand
ould aut: 1

yoprago?

am gla

to'grant it if itis
in my
Hepworth.”
said ‘Mr, Barlow, “a
a8 she ‘appeared five

mamma's unrivaled teas. After téa, Pinkie
told. some Bible storics, ard sister Meggio
won all their hearts by playing and singing.

insurance tickets
"bu
Fp
i
and away you went.”
“1s a pity. you wasn't a girl, "Tho idan do 8 Rp nights, | dia
be too canCharlie
laughed.
‘And
now,
agai
Aunt
|
ofa
boy
runuing
and
telling
his
mother
Jennie, “if you will be quiet and good, 1
, moral of this composition is, that,
every little thing | 7
vn

| Mamma’s full eyes brimmed over when poor wil take you. up to see mamma a few min.
* “You may laugh if You want to,” ‘said
| little blind Ellen, after listening breathless." utes, She has somgthing wonderful th the noble boy, ** but I'ye'made

PRE

more than is
ment in the

ap my hind | United
we’ consider tha
“#1 shall be very lado furnish you with 1y,t0.*, The. Master has come over Jordan,’ shoy4ou. You never
would guess what!
y to do anything T gvery day and
; "in the ear full fournever, as. long as I live)!
one,” replied Mr, Hepworth, ** as we have whispered, *Isit far, lady? Could
itis,\so
you
Beedy't,
5,
but
Lknow
youll
I get}
:
thousand | railwa
| would be ashamed to tel imy
mother,”
several that were taken about that time,” - | there ?. Maybe he'd make me see.” |
: “like it.” .
Kids , Sreighted swith
Noble
resolve,
and
one
ito
which
if
faithful,
At the hour of family worship that even. So she carried him % his iother's room will make almost any life true and useful.
adecin
er the Jand,
* And, after all, they didn’t behavo much
beA ve three hundre oi
th
ing, Mr. Hepworth selected for his reading worse than other children,” said Janie, and lifted him up to give her a good, sweet Let it be the rule of ‘every boy and girl to do Sout go Shin
human os hs pi wow J Hetin? Mh «
: | when they liad gone away well fed, warm, kiss. Then his mamma told him to peep nothing of which they Wonids
*
be ashamed to they do not kill three ‘hundred...
©
a

Bi

v

2

j

uk

p

; A Sirs

tht ‘sweet

Tittle creatiire ; is she. an angel in disguise ?
Wary did
4 not at first observe the stranger,

.

fa

3

a

o

I had been looking into this matter. Last
year I traveled tw enty thousand miles, al-

v
cess in doing good.
‘It was handed to the native teacher. He
read it on his journey. It opened his eyes, {ing, after the readings were over; and then
showed him that he was a lost sinner in it ‘was understood that all parties were to
danger

dé

Jeol i puanled.

you . gomg otng
to travel bY
Fail h
%
If 1 wv ge ng
ay jd ra
oth
:

A Portrait.

This was a great

lr) ayFig ov:

said | 2% ir toemo

[]

forts for his conversion.

§ibeliove pot; I ana"go-

| pi

x)

“He's pretty soft,”

Foie sowed %

maton

;n [68 han
y
as a mouse, thinking whom she should waxing: warlike. 8** And yesterday, at wor- ’ | toes, and Charlie
examined ‘them with great
‘ask 10 her party; till papa, in whose lap
ip, my father he just read out of the Bi- delight. But iin a little while Aunt Jennie

love

iin ‘Bed.

Madly
pind “He phis} The
ticket office
said: tick
«Yes, doo
dear,” vy saidas his mother.
x H man in the
accident,
insuraneo
your own dear little brother. Are you |
hh
Pg
3 nei
plad?"
¢
i
bf
also
g
‘
‘No, " I said after studying tho matter

dat

Pinkie sat

Danger of Lybig

Jord,
so long 21 17%: Finkle he “Tol Tak our Sule brother, said she. | ot ovoes-of sotid-sonse- nthe following
Fugie an is Je oaks Fomis AM
Tow doves Ii ® bimpe hay
ne xtract from Mark Twain's writings:

“pw family were all gathering into the | °F me.

not # | ©» Out and the reading began:
still

n
some-

iy

A

Witerary Biscellany.

| close
o
by her side, lay a doar little. baby,
asleep.
| He was so astonished he i,
say a ¢
word. He looked atthe baby and then at
his :mother, with such wide, black eyes that

“rm Yor speak to’you Sg,

El
nr

een of the fete. They had tableaux; |
ing to have his great love returned.
ere Rose made Lillie into marvelous piet- En figured on eonsiderably loss than ~
- What years of Christian labor by thé missionaries had not’ done, was now brought ures, which all admired and praised. They|‘one-half of the length of the Erie road.
‘It was. plain that the entire road must
Mr. and Mrs. Hepworth Exprossnd them-|: “She Wasn't been there at all, ‘mamma; about by the penny tract. The strong man | had little dances, which Lillie thought. transport
at least elevenor twelve thonpeople every day.
are many
selves glad to'meet him. "After the prelim- ond Jennie says she hasn’t invited her nor bowed in penitence and humble submission rather stupid and humdrum because they sand
runnin out of Bostoh
that do
inaries of an introduction were. “concluded, any of the girks. “Where do you suppose at Jesus’ feet, and became a sineere Cpt were not end grande toilette ; yet Lillie al- one
a great many; such
ways made a great merit of putting up with hl half as mich;
tian.
she is?”
Eustace said :
There are a great many roads.seatA pleasant English
| '
.The missionaries
to whos A went ‘her life at Springdale.
* 4 My father and mother both died when I ‘ Mamma began to feel worried ; and sissored about, the Union that do a prodigious x
‘writer
has
a
lively
paper
on
the
advantages
business. ‘Therefore it is “fair to presume
was a child; I can just remember them. ter Maggie, who had just come in with a praised God for the change whdelh had sent
of bein 1g a*¢ cantankerous fool,” in whieh that an average of 2,600 passengers a day
They left me a small patrimony, the inter- bundle that looked like books, was Spy them a godly teacher. ‘Those who: put the
[tract in his hand were overcome : ‘with joy, he goes to-show that menor women of in- for each road in the country would be about
est of which was to educate and ‘keep me to go and make a more thorough
‘se.
for + there-is joy in heaven over one - ‘sinner ‘Sodior moral parts, little self-control, and correct. There are 846. railway lines in
until I became of age, when [ “was to have whew the door-bell rang. A supp
that repenteth.” So you see how little great gelfishness, often acquire an absolute our country, and 846 times 2,500 are 1,115,‘the entire control of it. The guardian to shriek was heard from Katy as she’ ded
000. So the railways of America move
Wiilie’s penny made Joaven Tejoice, —An. dominion over the circle in which they move more than two--millions of
‘people every
whose care I. was entrusted fed me and the “door;. when Pinkie’s voice sounded, |
Mess.
;
| merely by the exercise of these traits. day; six hundred and fifty Bim of peoclothed me well, and sent me to school, and “Come in! come right in "the parlor * Its
Every one being anxious. to please. and
le a year, without cotntin
the Sundays.
in this he imagined consisted all his duty., just exactly five o'clock: I guess the party's
Redd
on oe
topacify them, and keep the peace with They do that, too,—there is no question
T was at liberty to spend my leisure hours most ready.
And in they came, Pinkie at |
The?Now Brother.
them, there is a constant succession of about it; though where’ they get the raw
E
where I pleased and how I pleased, as long their head, as sereriely triumphant as * Our
is clear beyond the jurisdiction of anxious compliances and °compromises material
\
my arithmetic; for T have hunted the cenas I id not transgress the bounds of propri- Fritz.” Maggie echoed Katy's shriek. The
One
night
#6ing
on
around
them
;
by
all
of
which
they
Chastio
wes! to sleep,as usu- |g
sus through and through, and I find that
ety and decency. When I became of age, parlor was full of them. Not a pair of shoes
al, in his little crib, which always stood are benefited in getting their own will and there are not that man wy peo le in the United
my guardian paid over to me the’money my among them, though a good
many had
States, by a matter of six
hundred and ten
’
close by his mother’s bed. "The next morn- way.
father had left me.
Having.now no one to made an attempt at cléin faces—Irish and
millions
at
the
very
least.
They
must use
ing, when he awoke, he found himself, crib
The one person who will cot give up,
control me, I became the dupe of sharpers German, black and white, and two little
come of the same . People over again, likeroom:
Jennie’s
Aunt
in
alone
all,
and
|
and
can
not
be
expected
tobe
considerate
1
and gamblers, and the evening béfore your Italians who had been singing in the street.
- Charlie didn’t know what to make of such or accommodating,’ comes at. lastto rule £7 Fragceisco is one-eighth as populous
daughter found me at the river, I staked the Their clothes were in tatters, their noor little
New York; there are 60 deaths a week
last dollar I had at the card-table and lost it. faces thin and wan, Allthe ‘poor children a proceeding. Hgsat up and stared around the whole circle. He is counted on like asin the
former, and 500 a week in the la‘ter
a few minutes,- and then
he began to the fixed facts of nature; éverybody else
Money. and reputation and friends being all from Dodd's Alley and Green Court. There
scream. Aunt Jennie came running ‘up must turn out for him. So Lillie “reigned —if they have luck. That is, 8,120 deaths
gone, I thought I had nothing more to live were two little lame boys; and, clinging
a year in San Francisco, and eight times
stairs to see what was the matter.
ir. Springdale. Inevery little social gath- as many in New York—say about 25,000
for, and had ‘determined upon committing close to Pinkie's hand, a pale, balf-frighten“I want my mamma to dress me.”
| ering whére she wag, the one uneasy ques- or 26,000. The health of the two ploes isi
.
suicide by drowning myself in the river, ed little blind girl.
“Listento me, little boy,” said Aunt Jen- tion was, would we have a good time, and" the same... So wa will let it-stand as a fair
when your little daughter presented herself
“ Gdodness !” screamed Tani, « siiacse nie,
‘Dear mamma is sick, so Charlie ‘is anxious provision was made ‘to that - end. presumption that this will hold good all
to my vision, and by |her sweet words and are they P Where did they come from?” going to
be very good and’ let- me dress Lillie had declared that loud reading was a over the country, and that consequently
her flowers saved me from a suicide’s grave.
25,000 out of every million of people we
‘Most everywhere,” said Pinkie. ‘They him.”
‘.
-| “'|'bore, which was definitive. dgainst reading- have must die ‘ev ery year. That amounts
The flowers I dried, and: have them still, don’t belong to hardly any one ‘cept God;
Charlie looked. as if he wasn't Wuité fo, parties. She liked to’ play and ring;so to one-fortieth ‘of. our total . population.
and this small ring T should like to keep, and I've brought 'em to my party.”
°
of that, buf Aunt Jennie brought his that was always a part of the programme. Out of this milion terior twelve thousand
sure
if you have no objection.”
|. They assured him they had none. They | Mamma laid her hand on Janie’s lips, afl clothes and began to tell such a funny story Lillie sang well; but needed a great denl of are stabbed, shot, drowned, hanged, 0isoned; or meet a- similarly’ violent d
Vin
frowned silence at Cornelia. "and ~ John.
were very glad their little Mary had done “ Why didn’t you ask me, dear P" she said, that he hadn't time to think much about it, urging- Her throat#was apt to be sore; some other popular way, ‘such as perishing
The story lasted till- he was all ready to go and she took painsto say that the harsh by kerosene lamp and oopskirt conflagrahim such good service.
gently. down stairs, whén it came.to a sudden con- winter woutherin Springdale was ruining tions, getting. buried in goal mines, falling
«When T left the river,” restimed Bustade.
“You said, just who.T chosed,” said Pink- clusion, and Aunt J ennie let him 1 e down ner veice. A gaod part of an evening was off housetops, breaking. through church or
* determined that I would, by the help of ie, slightly aggrieved. “ay Jesus told to breakfast on Ber arm.
often’ spent in. supplications ‘before she lecture room floors, 4aking patent 'mediking ~in other forms.
God, yet become an honorable man, I went -me to ask "em this m
‘When he had nearly finished his breakfast could be induced to mtwke the endeavor, cine, or commi
; ont of the BiThe Evie railroad
kills from twehty-three
to the store of Mr. Harding, in the next ble; yes, he did, Comin! And, mamma, his Aunt Jennie said, “Now you. are going — Mrs. ia Old and New,
to forty-five; the other cight hundred and
town, and requested work, telling him that 1
Ive been all round and round; ; and ain't’ the to be my little boy till mamma gets better,
fon ve roads kill an average. of one-,
would do anything—be their errand-boy,if
i of a man. Sach, and the Fa of tha:
and I want you to be real good, so shee gan
party ready?”
they wished, until they could ‘give me
Ahad to Tell Mother.
million, amo
ng
in
the
&
“She’s too good to live,” said Katy. | get well fast.”
som
X palling
Waores off nine
rod
and
tter. I took that situation,
———
“Are I going to Sos in your room?"
“
Yoo,
darlin;
it's
all
ready,
Just
so
Boon
as
hty-seven = thousapd six hundred and and at the end of six months I received the
Such was a little boy's reply to his comasked Charlie, looking rather sober.
1 lock up the silver spoons.”
fy
one corpses,
“annually in their
rades
who.
were trying to tempt him to do
appointment of junior clerk 1 have’ been
“Yes,” said Aunt Jennie. “You didn’t
By this time, mamma and the rest had repromoted three times, and now I am ‘head:
wrong,
2
will excuse wie from taking any more
‘covered their presence ‘of mind, and Pinkie's know what a nice ride you took in your
|

Blessed love of husband and wife,
. Love that lasted through cares and fears,
Filling this place with the chrism of life,

around her country home,

Moma phn

* I think,” she replied, *“ I have seen you you asked, Pinkie?"
‘Mamma, please dow't ask till you see
before, but I can not tell where.”
’ém
come in; you.know, you promised.
“ Do you know this ring ?” he asked,
‘ Oh! yes,” she replied.
* I rémember | And 1 haven't 'rited ’em yet. I'm going to
| now. Iam glad to see you looking: 80 well | right after school: miay I, mamma?” .
Mamma said,** Yes ;” and Pinkie hurried
and so happy.”
.
¢ Thank you,” he ansivered. Po came off to escape from that provoking Jack, who
here because I thought I should probably marched slowly after her, singing, ** O Pink
find you at this place; and now may; s1 see, and blue! I'm going too; "liwhich Pinkie
S ‘said 1wasn’t poetry, ‘cause blue and too didn’t
your parents ?”
:
: ‘end with the same letter,
“ Oh! yes,” replied Mary; “I know they |
Three o’clock came, and no Pinkie. _Halfwill be glad to see you, for J remefber they
were very much interested in you. ‘Come ‘past three—four; and Cornelia put on her
to the house, I will introduce you. What: hat;'and went round to the Davises to see
| if she had forgotten the time in, talking the
name shall I givé ?”
»
party over-with Jennie. Back she came in
He
told
her
his
Fstace
name
was
Bar
:
{8a state; of great excitement,
low.

Surely they walk through the fields of light,
Hand in hand on the shining way.

i

He

recollec-

Of the wind in the pine-tree tops,

:

PV

¥:
rine:
“Oh! Tye chose the party the moment you
saying: | yentioned "bout
it. ‘But ‘am I to. do my

tion

Caring naught for the desolate pain

F

between
|.

wood. vio-

hid

'

.

Read—and under the dust,

;

Mallia

per, call riot thy friends nor thy brethren, rich friends, who ask you back; and that's|
Charlie talked about his little brother
you, Jennie.”
.'
nearly
all day. His father asked him what
neither
thy
kinsmen
nor
thy
rich
neighbor
u Do you love wicked men'?” e inquir“You neédn’t be afraid of that iow, Miss he would like to have the baby fiamed.
lest they also bid thee again, and a recomed.
pense be made tlive; but, when thou mak- Pink May,” .
Charlie thought a long time and then said
“God loves them,” she replied, ‘ and
* No, Miss Jennie Davis, I ain't, 'cause he “thought Sampson was a good one.”
ist
a
feast, call: the ' poor, the maimed, the
Jesus loves them, and he died to ‘save $
P
i
.| Pm sorryto mention it, Jennie; but only His auntie had been reading to him in the
lame, thpd dr
them !"
Aast week, when I was at your house, and
Pinkie
was
very
attentive_all
the
rest
of
‘Bible about Sampson.
His father laughed
He had heard this before, heard it from
Your mother gave you two chocolate sticks, and sajd he thought mamma could find a
the
time:
‘As
they
rose
fom
Tne
the lips of his mother, who had been dead
you ate the whole of one, and most all the
many years, but he had forgotten it, and as she whispered eagerly to her father, ™¥ ho other, "cept one-small bite you measured off prettier name than that,
is
He,—the
one
that
said
who
to
invite
to
In a few days Charlie was allowed to see
the old memories.came up at the .words of
for me.
And I was company, Jennie ! Li
his little brother very often.’ He liked to
this sweet ‘little girl, his ‘own childhood your party?’ Aud when he said, “The —Christian Banner.
Lord Jesus, darling.” “I supposed it must
stand by nurse's knee and look at the baby
came bdck with irresistible force.
PS
‘a
been,” she said; ‘nobody else would '4
as she held him. But Charlie didn’t like to
"4 Child,” he said, « did God send you
thought of it. Would they ?” And without
have the baby’s neck so weak,
here ?”
Willie's Penny.
“Hang up your head! hang up your
“I do not know,” i answered, in her waiting: for an answer, off’ she ran.
:
:
——
The girls wert'all very loving in school
sweet simplicity.
‘Did you want. some
Willie's penny made heaven rejoice! It head!” he would say.
flowers? Perhaps God told me to bring that day. Jennie Davis,’ in the strictest would not have bought more than a small b One day he told the baby ‘a story.” He
confidence,—‘‘Promise you'll never tell so stick of candy, or much helped a starving said, “When I get big 'mough to sharpen
you some, I don’t know.”
|
bean-poles to plant, youll be big ‘enough
‘The man: covered his face with
his hands, long as you live !—never!” had told half the family. What did he do with it?
-and for a short time wept bitterly ; the child girls; and they told the other half. Pink- “*' His sister was a missionary in Africa, and to pick up the chips; and when I get big
looking at him*wonderingly.
He -uncover- ie May was going to have a tea-party to- the family were filling a box to send her. ‘pough to take papa's gun and shoot crows
ed his face, and smiling throu gh his tears, morrow ; and her mother said she could ask As one after another deposited their gifts, and foxes, you can run und pick ‘em up.”
just whoever she pleased. . Human nature little Willie said,‘* I want to give
Baby winked and scowled up his little’
said to Mary:
my. penpink forehead, as if he understood all about
“You aah one of God's good _angels, in very small girls is strikingly” like the ny.”
same thing in grown-up ladies: Pinkie
who has be
nt to bring me hope and
¢t What shall be bought with the-little of- it.
Now, Charlie had a bad habit of crying
comfort.” Then taking 4 ring from his fin- was overwhelmed with offers of licorice fering 7” was the next question. It was
he gave it to her, saying : ¢ Keep this, root, pop-corn, and—from a few choice decided to buy a tract, and write the history when anything displeased: him, but when
ger,
| and let me take yours, and spme ime, if I spirits—chewing gum; to say nothing of of the gift on its margin; and with a prayer the baby cried, Charlie didn’t like him.
live, I will bring yours back, and you can the slate pencils that were shotvered on her for its success, send-it on its distant errand. “Go back to heaven, he would say; *“vou
when she couldn't find her own.
But she
give me mine. ”
The box arrived on mission ground, and don’t look pretty.”
bore her popul arity with a good deal of dig‘‘Should you like to be sent
When Mary reached home, i
ay every
(its valuable interesting contents
among
told her nity.
mother of the sad-looking
Willie’ s\gift was laid away unnoticed, and time you cry?” asked his mother.
stranger who had
“A girl nine years old to-morrow mustn't
Charlie "looked sober.
He had never
exchanged rings, uth mother related the
for a while forgotten.
act like a pack of children any more,” she
circumstance to Rer husband ; but the stranBut God’s watchful, all-seeing eye had thought how disagreeable he was himself
ger was no more seen or heard of, until that told-Jennie Davis, who admire and assent- not forgotten it. One day a nativé teacher when he was iughty.
.
;
.
x5
“You must he very good and help me
very day five years afterward. Mary, walk- ed.
was starting from the mission station to go
To-morrow came, bringing with:it many
ing down to the river, observ ed a welltoa school over the mountain where he ‘teach your little brother,” said mamma.
kisses and good wishes for Miss Nine-year“Yes,” said Charlie; ‘‘because he's little
1 dressed gentleman seated ‘upon the same
was to be employed.® He was well learned
old,—from
big sister Maggie down to
log on w hich she had found” the sad-eyed
in the language, and was a valuable help to and I'm ever so big! Ill try.” And heis
1 brother Jack.
Ei
“stranger five years before.
the missionaries; but plas, he lacked the trying.— Youth's Companion.
“What time does the patty ‘take in’? »
He saluted her ‘with:
knowledge that. cometh—from above. He
Good-morning,
papa asked at the breakfast table.
7.
A
from your
was not a Christian, and had resisted all ef-

Fresh from the fingers of Night,
‘To welcome the birds as they pass,

All forsaken and lorn;
Damp from the head to the feet,
With the dews of the sweet May morn! !

:

sin.”

Heed
the isadness
in etnfensuce,
bik
ny nt ven),«Yés,
trulydearie;
carnest-2
ii
i vay
ois
hoe. sympa A
you

“Oh! yes, sir,” she said.

And drink in fresh rivers of light.
‘Sleepers on mother's breast

;

* Good-morning,

thing like a smile.

Tite daisy looks up from the grass,

H

with;

ou enjoy it very m
0 yo
he, said, as his features felaxed into

Christless, motherless he !
Begging or stealing to live, and whirled
Like a waif on the angry sea.

z

him

Tey

~

Alone in the wide, wide world,

:

lh

RTLpt
a
mm

rrr

kJ
id
«
oo
i the fia A hay room
for worship; and mamma only had | °F ol lind vo comer sticered Jenzic. Je baby's check.
LookRyo,
at that one; Jove
it shines like golds”
time to nod yes, before the books ‘were
givQ
ro
Gols. Shirini eat Paste

“|

and old;
And one little sleeper all under the sky,

E

A

pt

““

«Sleepers
in garrets high,
“Neath coverlets ragged

©
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Aftera few moments’ silence, Hii

ay
A a thought
tf nest.
' ‘Withus never
of harm!

«

-

letsHeo
e . tooky, them

Slept the great monarch of old !
happy

:

offeringy him a Ny
handfyn ofwerd.
sw cet

Sigeheks
on beds ofsilk
of down,
eath covers
and gold,
Soft
a8 On ross ‘mew-blown.
rs

——

{Then 2 children instinetively do, ‘she no- ai aly i

the west,

Slotpere ou distljers) Breety

7

ty | | and walkad on, still singing, until a ],
Pinkie’ . Tea-Party.
Maggie's gift~The Pinks ad Blues of
"within a few feet of him. Then her eyes
the Orphan Asylum. »
fell upon ‘him.
With
her accustomed.
'..“Il roy
:
| he Plaze, Mus. May, here are all the spoons,
===
| fearlessncss and frankness, she address wie heli Jain ne som or d ye and not one missing. Praised,
be Provi-|

Found Dead iin the Street:

The
laborini
is vedoe anddoudone,PIS
ho

-

i A little child Sha) lead them, h_,
>

ot
:

}
hing

and happy for once, and Pinkie was dosp in

s

into the

bed,

Chariio looked and

there,

tell other.

ie

ALY

hundred hetittle Twain.
r

;

il

a

3

“

:
Pi

'
|

.

”
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rhs

being a bird of some sensibility, he caution-

al evenings,

known to men, as it might add some need-

bly tho t to be the best hiding-p
at, alas! ** the best laid schemes of mice

is The Dead Line,

ed his little flock not to let their opinion be

sus
on Hoa regrets to beings already so unfortu‘+. .4n the exact center of Niagrakhown
iy
the
arly.
famili
na te
se
mark
their
organization.
iss
e
pridg
ell, is not this about what men are doof that neighborhood as the dead
ues
¢ habit
line,” across which, to certAliunfoimales, ing?. Is not the child looking up at man0’ hood, comparing it with a little standard
anger to puss:
it is almost 8
of the his own,
with just about £'
sparrow’s wi |
) is supposed todiv] o the jurisdiction
Pom that 0! he Domin n- of domP Are
not
the
poor
and
ignorant
lookStites
e bridge it ing up at the rich.and edu
‘through
the
yoy custom law. lensof their ‘own experience? Am 1 not

1:contemplating the great Over Soul
at a dis-

iL

»

Beautiful Sadness,

ful sadness be?

nite around, would

o would

build a wall and

knock

up against it at every bound?

lamed, ltis wagon lynch-pin removed,or hig

Take my tvord for

harness cut.
is thus entraj

it, the

alg

saddest

Shing

n times an unlucky
wight under the sky is a soul incapable .of sadbut generally, if liquor is ness.
:
:
:
:
avoided, the
He who has never experiénced disa
intment has never been enamored of the
deal. He who thinks himself satisfied with
more easily caught.
earth has lost the memories of the skies.
line and: walk boldly up to the other end of He who is neither tormented bya passion
the bridge, confident
that he can retrace his for truth, nor a;
ted by a desire for prog.
stefs in time to avoid capture.
:
;
ress, walks in the low places of this world
‘One thus careless, a fine active young of ours, knows not 4hat there are, high up.
Ngotchman, and a perfect athlete, was ac- yonder, peaks shining in the sun; nay,

r

agili- scarcely knows wlietherthere be any sun or

ty as always ahle to rascue’him if caught, not,
’
a
i
but one day he was found nearly wan
g.
You point me out a character {hat is
He was a fugitive from Canada, where he moderate, deliberate, neither sad nor
gay,
owed large sums, but having money to live neither hopeful nor depressed ; one of those
upon, preferred in a Gareless, dare-devil way individualities which amble oh, never pausto live close to his late home, instead: of ing, never galloping, their head always on
moving further back into the States,
the level of the oat-bag; and you tell me,
He was accustomed to walk to the ' Cana- Behold a wise man! Wisdom—the true
da end of the bridge, where he would chat wisdom—aims higher than this; returns to
with the officers there on duty. A Canadi- its source ; placidity is not its idea of happian sheriff determined to Saptre him. : Dis- ness, any more than mediocrity is of existising himself and an assistant in women's’ ence. -1t has the mighty impetus of the ea_ dresses, they: came on the bridge at the gle sailing straightway to the light ; it has
American end, and approached their captive, the weariness of a pinion fatigued by disbeing between him and freedom.
tance and beaten by the tempest. It has
_
At last they
were close upon him, and ‘the desire and the soriows of the exile who
the sheriff, p
2 Bottend-on
the debtor's looks constantly in the direction of his nashoulder, proclaimed him his
prisoner. The tive land; and I prefer it.thus, defeated
athlete, however, was too much for the law, and distressed, to those short-winded, short-

sighted souls whose little tufts of wings are

Springing to his feet, he struck out right

afraid of venturing upon space, and merely

and left, and flooring his would be captors,
made for the dead
line at full
d, and
crossed it in-safety. Unfortunately
for the

skim the highroad.

he allowed him

to escape after proclaiming him his
sheriff, and

them.

by the

he laid plans for vengence.

The Scotchman

A man who

was very careful for.a

accompbshes

were

stationed

at that

time large

hogsheads filled with water for use in case

of fire, and tha Canadian sheriff managed to
.obtain leave to employ several of these and
place men therein,
The debtor ont day
sauntered by these vats, and approached the

Oanadian end.

-In a few

minutes,

his head, he saw his captors in

the bridge,

coming

yieldingto the

ined} table,

turning

‘line

down upon

across

evergreens,

him, and

neath

he surrenderet

et of

flour.

“On reaching the United States side, the head

of the barrel was knocked in, and a deseiter from the British ranks was released from
his close quarters..

:

=

+o

»

regrets

no

and

will eat

all

withered be-

and

shrunk

the heat of summer;

shower

a good

would refresh and dilate them.

and finally paid his“aépts.
;
The devices used by the British soldiers
to desert are many.
Lately a man appear-

ed wheoling in a barrow a

neither

nothing. He

drink, will laugh perhaps, though indeed
tothose who
have felt
real sadness. Those shriveled-up charaeters whose narrow hearts are not capable
of lodging so great a guest as SOITOW,
those rationsl people who submit to everythurg because incapable of resisting anything, have never excited my respect or my
emulation. They remind me of barren

few weeks, but caution wearing off,
a_new
ylan was laid for his capture. .Along the
ridge

these

beneath

- To regret,to desire;

two sighs, horizons recede; withythese two
vir 1 can lift the world.

prisoner.

The dobts had, therefore, to be-paid

yo

Yes, there are-noble sorrows; there is a
deur and a power ih experiencing

sheriff, the law held him responcible for the

debtsof lis late prisoner, as

Yes; but to

have such a shower one. must consent ‘to
thunder-storms.
As for me, sadness, far from repelling, attracts me; I feel myselfat home with

her.

Happiness enchants indeed, but it also
amazes me. I feel as though I had met a
celestial voyager;he is on the wing; I but

touched and

him.

lost

I have

is,

- Sadness

more faithful ; ‘she bent over my cradle;
when I was a child shesang me her. plaintive ditties; when young, she opened out

.

The Philosophic Sparrow.

n

her arms wide,—how

thrown

havel

we

long have I
Sitting at my writing table and looking myself into them ! All mytry life
a step
take
to
I
if
me;
beside
her
felt
out over the harbor, and far away over upme back ; if she
on the blue Orange mo
0 you ask ‘away from her she beckons
tor what? Why, to collect my thoughts, to leaves me for a while, I feel bewildered, al-be sure! I have collected a
good many most alarifed, I know myself no. longer,
but .she
* things in my day, but nothing that ‘was so You do not accord her any charms,
call to
I
order,
superior
a
of
beauties
has
hard to collect as my thoughts. To collect
at t;
the cattle—cows, oxen, calves and all—out witness that face for instance; look come—
of a wide and long.pasture full of tangled when merry,it is vulgar; let sorrow
woods or ravines,

is

But-these are all easy,

troublesome

enough.

compared with col-

Jecting one's thoughts.
Like wild birds,
when they've flown away, one never knows
whereto look for them.
:
fe
While I was thus gazing into the blue sky
above, and

upon

the always

harbor life, up came
and
perched apo
window, a
of our old

new

scene of

from the yard below,
iling outside of my

plump little sparrow.
Not one
fashioned, American sort, but

one of our cheery, pugnacious, chirping,
jolly little English sparrows, that have now
filled ourgstreéets,” and whom everybody
seems intelit upon feeding during the cold
of winter, © The little philosopher was out
on a meditation. At any rate, he seemed. in
a quiet mood, and looked in on me with an
observing dir. He changed his place, turn-

the

the expression of the eye deepens,

find higher tones, a dight

face,

the divine impress

transfigures

breaks

forth.

lips

the

We

no longer have before us a race of Helots,
content beneath blows, provided only they
may satisfy their appefites; but a race enslaved, yet resisting,

which will know

‘how

large, What usq was there in such a body? He was about the right size himself,

and eoull not imagine why anything should:
wish to be bigger. He confirmed himself

in these views bythe reflection that I could
note flys Audiahything pot able to fly was,
in his opinion, of” #
account, He next
looked. pityingly

on

my clothes,

comparing

themwith his on feathiers,and commiserated the life. of one whe buttoned

rel instead of

~

And in this view I

on his ap-

having it grow-upon him,
gave him

my sympathy.

* No washing days
for birds; mo tailors to cut
and

fit; no

ne dle

holes or ri pS;

women

hing

dy, with bu

to mend;

snug

no

and ti-

dressing each

raornipg
Wish
hich is far more
agreeable than
hior's bill, As I sat
quite still, neither hopping. nor flying, he

He

a,a. few
me, Su Yui.
few,, chirchipsrps totome

concluded that T was

ad res ed

sve

n T wat bic
5 v24 bis Amrosoiotha
4 pi
a

5 Salm ptvpeon
eine

A

CaLe

:

no suffering have never loved; all who have

“lg

bp
. 8

th

hy:

croature, having

tha

mys, disadhuman and
for his compression.

man’

1 BR
i

”

rtunate

a hundred times the bulk

; pa’
Ww, without
Hi
Fai bird, life

A mouse was once ‘caught in a jeweler’s
shop, which had a gold ring on. its neck.
The poor creature had evidently suffered
from its ‘finery, for the neck was much
swollen on each side of it. The gentléman
recognized the ring as one of a pair that
had disappeared mysteriously some time
before, = A servant had been suspected of
the theft, but very. unjustly, as- it now ap-

peared: Probably the mother mouse, ‘when
out foraging, had taken the ring to her
nest: A meddlesome young baby: of hers

"had poked his head

a

+1

aval’
al

4

and

it,

then

The

ring did not grow with his frovih, and so
roved a literal ¢“ choker ” of a most uncom-

ortable sort. - What Murs,

Mouse

t

e to be

petted

with villains

Dr.

ngland

at Mr, B

well. said hen"

him ngairi in the

“Did you goto. lear
?

| was

.

is

her sedt.

in Lon-

store

monds were sent by a clerk, who was invited into the house, stupefied with chloro-

.

form administered by the

man’s

wife,

and found her intelligent
She was the daughter of one
est men of South
Carolina,
evening publicly ridiculed at
talking to a ‘‘ nigger girl”

Strapped down with leather bands. The
p ious pair of robbers fled with the spoils.
he man escapedto the continent, but incautiously wrote to his wife, who wasarvested and has just been tried. - This woman, Martha Torpey, made her first point
in impressing he jury with her desolate
condition by
ing in the dock carrying a baby, and with a pale and careworn
face.
She pleaded not
guilty, but was fully
identified, and did not

introduce a word

matter,

re

verted ang

of

iA

-to the forward, second-class

ored up, highly insulted,
husband

with loud applause.
d

as

violent hands on my
He was only restrained

Other robberies

we

shall

did with

She.

screamed,

poor innocent frlen
by some passengers,

unacquainted with American
~— Lippincotl’s Magazine.

peculiarities.
]

.

0

—

Oe

a great

and

is in every

respect

similar to one on

after all,

on

terra

the sword exercise is, only the hewing and { which
poking of the chibman toped and perfected. But if . scientific training is to
yield its most

eminent

results,

it

must be

firmayx finds

that the

loss

Some

peculiar habit

of hiding

God.

in teaching him

and chemistry, you Hated.

must not be solicitous’ to fill him with information,
but you must be careful that what
he learns

he knows of his swn

Ee.

Tt will be admitted that when these waters

were of such a high temperature as to produce a (ropieal climate around the shores

knowledge.

Don’t be satisfied with telling him that a of Greenland, they did not receive the heat
magnet attracts iron. Let him see that it from the sun, but from the interior. - Seeing
does ; let him feel the pull of the one upon ‘that at one time there was a law which prothe other, for himself.
And, especially, tell duced so high a temperature through this
“him that it is his duty to doubt untilhe is crust, why should we discredit its present
compelled, by the absolute authority of na- ‘existence, when the temperature has only
ture, to believe that which «is written in sunk 30 deg. since? Heat always preserves
books.. . Pursue this discipline carefully and the coefficient of expansion, and when matconscientiously, and you may make sure ter is in a
suid state this coefficient must
that however scanty may be the measure of exist.
What
“ever inequalities may take
information which you have poured into place in the relation of these condensed
the boy’s mind,

you have

created an ingel-

lectual habit of priceless value

life.— Prof. Huxley.

atoms

in practical

~

on the crust, ‘the form of the fluid in-

terior
remains unchanged, inasmuch as the
expansion continues. “As the heat hecame

5x.

lost from the interior of the earth, and it}

Singing-School for*Birds.
There is such a school

as this,

good scholars it makes.

mayhear

very

They can not read

or write, but they can sing.

few simple

and

fluid diameter diminished, these water hem-

They

sing

a

notes, like the small linnets you

inthe fields; but being taught

Where, could

the

sound

come ‘from?

|

looked up, and saw a little bird“in a -cage.
The cage was hung in the midst of flowers

‘and twining plants.’

‘¢ Can it be,” thought

I, ** that such a little bird as that has been
taught to sing a regular tune so sweetly
[ did not know what to make of it. When
my (riend came down

that it was indeed the

stairs ' she told

little bird

who

me

had

part.
How, we would ask, could 145,000,000 of square miles of water, 15,000 feet

deep, be kept at a temperature of 70 deg.
unless an igneous fluid world, as large as
the planet Mars, existed directly under
them?

This

is by

no means speculation,

bona

3

SAR

raw

ile

0

of

ev-

She died in the triumphs of faith.

.

+

G. H, HUBBARD. .-

BAXTER

in

5 Mieh.,

| by

Elder Cilley

and

united with the

nge

church, of which she remained a worthy mem" ber until death. She was taken sick gene year

o last July, and was confined to her bed most*

persist -in

of the time

for 10 months previous to ner depart-

the writer.

Brevity is specially important.
Verses

Academies,
LAPHAM
.

‘

24

NICHOLS

died

we

ope

I
Sermon
fi fromh

more.

A brother

mother deeply

he

in
no

with

father

:

is

¢

ANNA,

wife of John

Forrest,

aged®7l

died

ment.

MRS. MARY

A.

OOERS,

J. E. ADKINSON,

mental

P

wit

netpal

ny

AB

Sister

a ‘Christian walk and went

Music,

Teacher of Instru:

Calendar for 1870-71 —Fall-term begins Sep.
tember 6, aud ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.

:

Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.
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A

NERVOUS INVALID has published for
the. benefit of young men and others who suffer
from Nervousness, general Debility, &c., a treatise
supplying the means of self - cure. ‘Written by one
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving a postpaid directed envelope.
Address
le
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
m8

Clergymen, Superintendents
and all Buyers of

-

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
will find it for thé advantage of their 8ehools to send
all orders direct to

eath of his father, while Frank was a mere
child, and also a brother whom he loved tenderly, says the mother, made a great impression upon hig mind, and he used to talk much about
‘meeting them in heaven.
At the age of eleven,
he sought and found Christ precious and united

with the Congregationalist church in Acton,”

i

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
REV. J:L.COLLIER, A. M., Prestient.
REV. I D. ADKINSON, A.M. Professor of Ancient»
Languages.
:
:
WILLIAM. REED, Professor of Mathematics.
M188 JORIE SUMPION, Teacher of Primary Depart-

Forrest experienced religion and
joined the
church in Sutton, in 1841, and remained a member until the church was disorganized. - Then
removing to her last place of residence, she had
never united with any ofher church, but she al-

ways maintained

“August 24.

N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trust.

C.

at South

years.

Apri 11

“

Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.

Sermon by the writer, from John13: 7.
D. I. QUINT

Barton, Vt., March 14th,

te

__ z GREEN MOUNTAIN SIMINARY,
,
x
The Summer Term of Green Mountain Seminary
will commence May 4th. For jazticulang Appl to

SARAH, daughter of Upon Harmon, died in
-Milton, Feb. 27, aged 16 years.
She was brought
to Ossipee and buried with her mother, who died
some two years azo. Thus the mother and
daughter have passed to the spirit world, while a
lonely father, brothers * and sisters are¥ left to

mourn.

...T

- Anniversary Exercises, June 21st.

and

:

aftMusie. .

Fall

-

which

and sister

from

x

D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Commercial Department.
Length of Term, ten weeks.
3
CALENDAR,
1871—S;
Term begins February
2.

she

But he rests now
prey upon his body

mourn.

Sec. Trustees,

LATIN SCHOOL.

Mgs.J. F.
|.

sought
hour.

him-precious-in a dying

consumption,

LEWIS,

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B.; Preceptor
Miss NELLIE KNOWL/RON, Preceptress.

hilPhil. ; 1:

aihing to his soul’s salvation ar awa
few ous
to his death. He then
suffered fot seven years.
Jesus, where disease can

Principal,

Leéwiston, March 28, 1871, Swid
MAINE
CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME,

in

pee, Feb. 17, aged 39 years and :8 months. The
subj ect of this notice embraced Christ, and united
with his diseiples several Fear years since, and thou, h

His diseasg-was

18¢

"The Summer Term of this Institution will. begin on
THURSDAY, April 13, and continue ten weeks.
A.M. JONES, See.

injuries from which she never recovered. Those
with her in her last hours have a ood hope of
her safe passage to the land of the Blost where no

found

E.C

to. dny single

ago, but for several years has not enjoyed
his
love asthen. She has been quite infirm for several yearsrpast. A few weeks before her death
she fell while going across the floor; receiving

Christ

G H.RICKER, Prin.

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

Not more than a

affliction

".

‘No. Scituate, R. I', March 21, 1871.

Ossipee, Jan. 22, in the 79th year of her age. Mrs.
B. sought and found the “Saviour: many
years

in

»

vo.

with
eight Associates. Next term begins April 24,
1871.
Anniversary, June 27th-20th.
For particulars, apply to the Principal.

are inadmissible.

been cast

£4

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

A

has

&c.

INSTITUTE.

~ Complete Courses of Study for both sexes.

BETSEY, wife of Nathaniel Burleigh;

lot

J. C.

’ ae SUMMER TERM will commence on MONDAY,

single square can well be afforded
obituary.

wi

:

At

Messrs.

D.

-—

LOTHIROP

&

C0O., Boston,

whose Stock is one of the LARGEST
lected in the United States.
VOID

QUACKS.—A

vicnm

and BEST Se41tf

of early

indiscre-

A tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
%c., having tried in vain every advertised remedy,
1as discovered a simjle means of self-cure, which
ne will send free to his fellow sutferers on receipt of
1 stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H, REEVE
«7 Nassau St., New
York, |
vi
1y28

AGENTS!

READ

THIS!!

when we have considered the amountdf the time of his death he was a member of the Wi WILL
PAY
AGENTS
A
SALAheat contained in a single cubic foot of Freewill Baptist church in Great Falls. So far |
RNY of $30 per week and expenses or allow,
know, the plot of the child shone forth a large commission, to sell our new and wonderful inwater at this temperature, The cause which aswithwe greater
brill ancy inthe young man, revealAddress M.WAGNER& CO., Marshall, Mich.
produced’ the sinking of the water hemi- ing tothe world the power of religion to save the |- Yenhiolis,
my
o
spheres in ‘the first instance has always young from temptation and ruin.’ His sickness
continued. As the’ solid crust of the globe was very distressing, but he bore it all with pacondenses

which
fold,

and

underlies

contracts its folds, the crust

the sea,

is forced into

with the fluid part.
by Fourrier

being the lower

a much closet

relation

The calcujions made

are, therefore,

of'no value, for

they were formed, according to Dr. Mayer,
from observations made on terra firma—under

a clear misapprehension of the mode by

tience for Jesus’ sakb,

and calmly bade adieu to a

few dear ones of earth for a glorious reward in
heaven.
May those in affliction “go and tell

1826 PuimonAny marsam

JOSEPHINE T., daughter of Uriah and Abigail
Lamprey, of Belmont, N'. H., died Feb, 13th,
aged 28 years and 11 months,
Her sickness was

Aong and

painful.

For

nearly

three years

she

1870

The old standard r ‘medy for Coughs, Cold «,Consump-

tion. ** Nothing beiter.,” CUTLER BROs. & CO., Boston:
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Jesus.” ~ Funeral attended by Rev. E. Tuttle, at #7
Milton-T'hree Ponds.
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which the interior heat was transmitted. guffered from a spinal affection, which stubborn- Og
8
2 2 7
cw BL,EF
whistled the sweet tune. Then my friend Tyndal
all efforts which love and skill . could
makes, an excellent illustration cf ly resisted
vise for her recovery. At length consumperied out to the bird, ¢‘ Come, Bully, Bully,
ES Ea danieg
principle for which we Lave contend- tion ret in and speedly bore her from the scenes HE
sweet little Bullfinch, give us just ope more the
SS IRE SES sEERg
but for a tar different purpose. He of time. Sister L. experienced religion "about RETOCOA
we OQ gzR 3
tune.” And then
this dear little bird ed,
two kettles «ith warm: water, and flve years since, was baptized by Rev. Mr. Ed- We BRE
ARR
SHEE
hopped about the cage, looked at its -mis- filly.
monds
and
joined
the
Christian
chureh
in
Bosaround-one of them wraps a moist blanket.
HE
nS
de
tress, and whistled another sweet tune. | It He finds that the water in the kettle thus ton, Mass.” From the time of her conversion Lo BeTE Eg k-]a8 PE
nl
Sp
5 A
:
was 80 strange to hear a bird whistle a reg. surrounded cools much more rapidly than she was remerkuble for her faithfulness, and mee
Jany.can testify to the efficiency of her labors. NEE
2
sf
Ei
Fo
ular tune! “Now, Bully,” said my friend,
She
had very clear conceptions of the character
the
other—demonstrating.
that
it
has
the
“you must give us ‘Yankee
Doodle.’ better radiation of the twa. - Applying this of the divine Saviour and was enraptured with
‘Come, come,
you shall have ;some nice
his love. - During her sickness,
at. her home in B.
Bhp
3 gu
v5
3s
fresh .seed if you will whistle ‘ Yankee demonstration to the~earth, let us consider she imparted much valuable instruction by wold
our
globe
a
kettle
of
larger
proportions—
HRA
ER
E
$8
and
eximple
in
the
higher
Christian
life,
and
the
Doodle.’ ” And the little thing did whistle
FLEE
4
3
us
not filled with warm water, but with incan~ exhibition she gave of the divine glory whieh 3
=
=
o
it, much to my surprise,
descent fluid mattey—around three-fourths filled her soul in contrast with and entire ascen2
BH
a
g
My friend then. told me that she had of
>
Sed
©
x
LH
y) dency over her intense physical suffering ‘could AM
which
as
placed
(nota
blanket
merely
brought the bird from the little town of
fail to favorably impress all who knew her a
&
|
8
an aqueous envelop of icy coldness ut the] not
condition.
She was happy in being able to show
Fulda, in Germany, where there are little
bottom,
with
wonderful
powers
of
radiation,
of
religion
in
this
respect.
She
OKDERS
FOR
THE
J
the
excellence
schools for teaching these birds to sing.
life and naturally desiredto recover.
She
When,a bullfinch has learned
to sing two. or at the surface, and we will then have no | loved
difficulty “in determining how the waters of had high and holy purposes in her desire for life
threé tunes, he is worth from
orty to sixty | the
she kept her will fully absorbed in the will
ocean have always received their tem- but
of the Father.
In her expiring moments she dedollars;
for he will bring that price in
Dorasurs;
and
‘how
the
inteiior
loses
its
THE
sired
her friends to sing the hymn, ¢ Come, sing
France or England. . Great skill and .paeat.— Harper's Magazine.
,
to me of heaven, &c¢;” and passed triumphantly to
tience are. needed to Seach these birds.
the bosom of the Saviour. Kuneral “services by
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theny, they are made to hear music,

¥

id

ras

the writer, assisted by Rev. J, Davis,
i
O.F. RUSSELL.

Tazzie C,, youngest daughter of Wm. B. and
©. B. Dance, died in Manchester, Feb. 11th, “of
inflammation! of the bowels, aged 13 years and 2
months. Possessed of an amiable disposition, a
gener.
stage route together, and. according to their fine scholar and a sweet singer, she was a A few

so that

al favorite with those who « knew" her.
; Swdy heir su plies, in some convenient when they have eaten their food, or when | wont—and I' may say the wont of all’ good weeks previous to her death she gave her heart to
ing, and
a
‘men-~rode upon the outside,
passing the {Christ and
hore her every cross. Her
nook, ‘intending to call for ‘them when
they they want more food, they r will jing,
try to imitate the tune they have just heard. time most sgresaily in genial conyersa~ funeral was artended by a large delegation of her
ready. Some corn was laid “aboutt
get ready.
is\ tune they probably connect with the tion and in adniicing the scénory. ‘At one gchoolmatel, the Sabbath school, church, and
tove one night to dry, and the next mornfairest flowlaces on the route, a ‘coun- many other weeping friends. by “The
ing, when the fire was’ made, all the holes ) gat of freding As goonas the begin, to of thutypns
the writer.
[]
;
Ry
ryman - aske Rom, +¢ Could they make ber fides soonest.”| Services
the
ht is let in 0_the
“on the covers of the stove beganto smoke. | imi tate a fow notes,
A
DEA. J. J. STRAW died in Quincy, Mass,
On sxaminajo
were £
be fill- room, and this chéersth still more, & | ¥éom for him-up there ? ™ which was cheerborn
was
He
years,
71
aed
after taking his seat Mr. March 23d,
ed with
corn, RETA
Yo hore for makes them feel as iff théy would lketo fully done. Soon
.N. H.; Sept 12th; 1799, was: cons
in Hopkinton,
Tn
some
of
these
Schools,
the:
Beocher
entered
i
n
f
o
conversation
with
him,
sing.
(
)
birds.
safp-keeping, till it coull be carried off to
verted in the 20th year of his age, and. baptized
6r food till they, Fand finding thathe had recently’ returned by
Tight er
pid not allowed eith
‘the nest. A lddy's shoe also hada
Rev. Mr. Jones. Removing to Manchester he
Dupuis} 1
‘many grains in'it, much fo its: owner's sar- begin to pong. These are the * schoo vom a visitto’ New York, and to use his | was made ‘deacon iin the sFreeveill
sown expression ¢* had seen enough of it,” cliurch, which position he helduntil death. ‘Bro.
ate most strict.
| prise. The experiment ‘was wisd on séver- where the teachers

oS

1

March 13, oT
ar.
ed in B. experienced
Jeligion when about 14 years old; was baptized

happy in the Lord.” She had lived with
still retaining their reciprocal re- home
her husband just49 years the day she died. * Funthe center, went down to a corres- V, eral services by the writer from the text, Heb.
depth. The crust which underlies 11: 16.
F. RANDALL,
was, therefore, alwaysa distance
FRANK JONES died in Great Falls, Oct. 28th, of
the ocean’s depths nearer the fluid typhoid fever, aged 18 years and 9 days. The

ispheres,
lation to
ponding
the sea
equaling

a

ve her
evotmeme

Saviour w

BARBERY

pro-

gitizen, but like very many he Pi the Sings

plants and dissect the flowers for himself;

kin

idence to surviving friends that ' she rests with

made practical. That-is to say, in explain- | of heat which passes through the land hem- | 22, " 23
:
ro
%
ing to a child the general phenomena of
CHARLES
H.,
soni
of
Isaac
and
Maria
Thursnature, you must, as far as possible, give
ton, died in Ossipee, Feb. 23, aged 38 years.
reality to your teaching by object-lessons;
Charlie was a kind, generous-hearted son and
in teaching him botany, he must handle the

i

Shit

ed

Her od

3

er consistent Christian life leaves the best

him, and

Persons wishing obit-

n as I
arrived Li
safe at 3:home.

search was made for hey nest, but. without - the children

a

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

er

A

fl

rest when the struggles of [ito should bo. OVeY.

dethron-

infirmities
are. She leaves 4 kind husband and
loving chfldren, who mourn their loss, but hope
rsoon to be with her ‘again. Services by the
writer.
;
»
of heat
SARAH, wife of Danicl Hanson, died in Ossi-

the globe daily sustains is too feeble

Bs

mother to her

TEn Iher

Insanity,

Obitwaries.

thermal spring in the ocean,

the thermal spring in the ocean is formed!
and organized common sense, differin® The difference is only quantative.
:
from the latter only as a veteran may differ
These eurrents, which rest on.the bottom
from a raw recruit; and its methods”differ of the sea, are colder and denser than ice,
from those of common: sense only so far as and could not be lifted to the surface were
the guardsman’s cut and thrust differ from «it not for the forces from the interior. .Abthe manner in which a savage .wields his stracting that heat from rhe crust which unclub. The primary poweris the same in derlics the sea, it will naturally be suggesteach case, and perhaps the untutored sav- ed that this process must chill this crust to
age has the more brawny arm of the two. a greater depth than the atmosphere does
e real advantage lies in the point and terra firma, and thus render the éffective
polish of the swordsman’s sweapon ; in the force . of the interior as feeble on the bottom
ined eye quick to spy out the weakness of the sea as on the surface of the land hemversary ; in the ready hand prom
ispheres. Fourrier, froni observations made
But,

3

:

ee

ed from a few square rods of the interior,
take that afforded by 145,000,000 of square
miles 20,000 feet nearer the interior, and

Seienee is, I believe, nothing but trained

instant..

“an

whom she tenderly loved.

land. To produce this great oceanic phenomenon we have only to substitute the arc- uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
tic basin for an elevated mountain; and, not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
instead of underground temperature deriv- |’ equal to five cents a line, to insure an insemtion.

Scientific Education.

it on the

ee

‘ madness is in the hearts” of all those who
‘love darkness rather than light,” and
shutting their eyes to the light, voluntarily
plunge inte ** the blackness of darkness for-

The Gulf Stream is nothing more nor less

than

Rin

ure. She retained her senses until within a few
hours of her death; called her friends around
light;” who will have nothing to do with her, talked with them familiarly about dying,
bade them prepareto meet her in heaven. She °
divine revelation exceptto reject
and de- 4 clearly
manifested the power of Christian faith to
nounce it? If that father was insane, so sustain the neart in the dying hour. Sermon by

ever.”

The Gulf Stream—Its Origin.

soon

rand

years ago

was of the heart, rendered her, at tifnes, uncon-* .

rightly

And are those less insane who

A

‘she oh

ry, aN rd agBr
hg
1

continuing - “in nature's darkness,” refusing to come into
¢ Christ's marvelous

*¢ This

The husband got:

the world

nounced himy insane.

col-

who explained his position as a foreigser

have a new crop of female thieves and burlars, acting on the coercion of their husands who remain at a safe distance. Murder might be made a profitable business on
this theory, the husband taking the job ant
forcing the wife to perform “the deed.

|,

car.

and, calling her

into a towering rage, and came near layin

If this decision is to

sgood law,

from ' outside,

man calls'me a nigger I”

and ac-

with her husband, ‘under “circumstances
which indicated that her guilt was as great
as his. The intelligent audience in the
court room received the verdict of acquittal
be

daylight shut out,

y

There being
no F. Baptist
¢
that, time she becamé con

a. lady

ings, he politely suggested to her to change

u

about fourteen

;

Insanity.

her,

of was offended at the sun, it should never
apparently mixed blood in the
first-class car, shine in his home again. The man lived
he thought she had made a mistake, and to and. died keeping his oath; and with the
save anthing that might wound her feel

quitted her, although the goyerhment might
have proved, if ithad chos
do so,
that
she had been concerned

>

and educated.
——
OC
we
of the - wealthi- | Dr. Connoly, in his work on
He was that tells of a father whose reason was
thee hotel for ed. He called his children around
by men who ‘bide them close the shutters, and

bering the incident, aud secing

fense set up was that she must have acted
under the coercion of her husband, and was
therefore not responsible for the deed. The
took. this view of the

with

; Cy wite

n

church. At the deathof her
to her native town, where &

light the
have done well had they shared her
as, at noonday, while the sun was shinin,
ment. A few days afterward, remem- | in& its strength. He then vowed, since he

would

testimony in her own behalf. , The only de-

j

He conversed

|

|!

brutic
the coun-

not perceptible to a stranger, prevented her

entering
* there.:

and

afed

| born

loud shout went up from that coach

~

:

g

big whines tote
the
esteem—in—whieh
| Services b
;
A

You had-better believe there was

in her dress

mourn
chu

; 8t.

from the

T tYes, that was thegname.”
‘
oR
LL
which did you like the best ?” said | aged

tl

She was-so refined

]

ndthe multitude which

_ “Dr, Chapin ?" suggested Mr. B.

A. Perplexing Experience.
ge
——e

d

How do you like him * said Dr. Chap- |

when

Few teachers can have the time to. give to
under their charge so much
Beecher and Chapin.
; care gs the bird-teachers giveto their bird:
|
SUCCESN.
into classes of
Pet crows have a great fancy for shining pupil “The birds are
Duting the summer vacation, Mr. Beech;
nd kept for a time in a dark
things, but it is something unusual for mice about
Dr. Chapin were traveling in a short
to make off with such’ objects. «The little room. Here, when their food is given to 1'ér and
her other ring was never discovered.

Kuss

TER

through

had been unable to get it, out again.

creatur«s have

€

te
dif]
)
‘van
Al
things
civilized: were too, igh

Ward Beecher?” suggested

fellow.”

‘

they will whistle regular tunes, Here is a
to shake off its yoke and regain its liberty. case:
;
Indeed, an immutable placidity might!
Last
summer
I
was
at
a
friend's
house at
|
e
immutabl
an
conceal
to
supposed
be
well
selfishness, If none are fit for tlfe skies Nahant. I rose early in.the morning, and
without having known a divine hemesick- went down stairs to walk on the piazza.
ness, how can they be capable of divine -While there I heard, as I thought, some perlove unless human affections have torn théir son whistling a tune in a very sweet style,
hearts? Those to whom love has caused I looked around, but could see no one.

loved have wept. And this is a beautiful
sadness. I give away my heart, it returns
; Ido not regret“it. Would
to me bruised
less, because my
ed round two or three times, cocked his I consent to love my son
If anything can
‘head, now this way, and npw that, until he" gon proves ungratefal |
an. was satisfied that he ad taken my full meas- bring him back, will it not be my very
that are
prayers
intense
those
énd
nish
ure and understood all about me.
De Gas-Hav ing studied bird naturge for many sum- ine from desolation P—Countess
at last having ‘attained ornitho- parin.
Aer;al
logic intuition, I am able to state just what
our feathered philosopher wa thinking of.
Winter's Stories.
His first impression was that-Fwas far too
ry
—

+

|“ Henry

does

Where

dulum, in lieu of the fitful beatings
of the
human heart? Who in the place of the infi-

ww

;

got their education, and ave sent

¢

pe

TH

What, pray, may

like to. feel the regular oscillations of a’pen-

J

pu-

appodanes’tins he sup
that she tle while—a shout. that astonished
this beauti- | don and selected £2,500 worth of diamonds, gud ‘made
a mistake, and ga
suggestthis rara avis | which he directed to hé sent to a certain ied to her that the ladies’ ear ould be more tryman, who failedto recognize his jovial
companions.— Harlem Plaindealer.
‘Who ever took it into his head to house, to be paid for'on delivery. The diale; when she stated” that her : color,

ful Sadness.

deadens all the tones of life?

wd

ti

or France, and sometimgs to America, to be afternoon P » said Mr. B
.
to hear another
sold.—The Nursery. =~
eT + No, Fwentuptown

A London Jury.

A man went to a jeweler's

perch?
combine two words so utterly discordant?
People may vaunt the happiness of indifference, but who would
have it? Who
would habitually press down the pedal that

med to boast of his strength and

mistiess

undesirable place to live in.— Presbyterian,

; Here is a ridiculous title, indeed —Beauti-

other side, wl

EY

stroys more of these small thieves than we

as follows :

ps,

ips:

f shor.

how

goes on int, slyly wii
ever su
. If all the cats were killed off they have done he The training
‘ Oh, very
in any town, it would soon‘ become a very for niné months ; and then the Ped have

:

‘Ahi

eT

to see

0)

rend
{

ES mi hay. icuenDer. Wight

goes round

England
A friend of mine whom Imet in Charles'
has a full share of the Phin 0 6 quality. {'ton, » Turkish Nestorian, was smoking iw Mr, B:, Winkingat Rr. C,,
Inimed the - country‘¢ Oh, thunder {”
Heterts 3 Sample Waele sxe foi == the forward car when a very elegantly
reach Beecher right
been dressed oung lady
as
7 of which ‘mu
ro
mond
of complexion about as man, *‘* Dr, Chapin can
;
said in AA, ~The circumstances were lightas his own, entered the car and took out of his boots !”

row’s notion of man?
ep
Dida
.

-school

A good

a spar‘ | isto he found in his” c heey.

were far less worthy of Him
]

Diotur

.
lah
NC
on. Flo" bu nches ph Chapin. 2.
ng
Is are
|
8 to know at once when they are scolded, and | ** Yes, that was his name,” said the counan,
dwg and de- ' when they fy proised by deh agier of

» love | Not all the false sympathy

that my conception,

pear

ys

vain.

put a stop to all such
thieving
the best Touse- p ever io

not ap- |

Sod Him; ee he

Lol}

asit

and men” are often: allin

tance vastly greater than that betweén the
harrow and myself? And when

1
ing common tourists,
the vicinity of the*#tructure
y ate closely watch

ht in classes; each asked him if hé stopped over Sunda i
or bein, thug:
ware of a ‘boy, went to wearing there, He said he
bullineh is it ; ree
who. plays his organ from morning 3 1: went to hear a fe low, he did not remember
e his Bam. Rl
=
While the pster or mistress a
\
ve.

and the shoe was always found

to contain the most cofn,

rope

U0
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QUESTION EO0K,.

WONIR BOL WORKSOF ESE,
BY MRS. MARY LATHAM CLARK,

Ago, for the NEW EDITION of the

SACRED MELODIES,
reowill Baptist Publications,
will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by

TO. RANG, A

entising’ Agent, 08° Wash

ington Street, BOSTON, MARS.
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ical

pursued the Indians across the boundary into}

On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Edmunds re- | the United States, and killed and captured 80. | ~
ported the louse Ku-Klux bill with some slight | The United States troops at Fort Goodwin went:
. "amendments and moved to proceed with it at | to protect the Indians and came in collision “with |-
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Surat

nesty bill, whieh was

referred.

The House

re-|

fused
to pase Mr. Parker's resolution that taxh. | oo) winam-H1, Lawrence, ‘late pension

tion should be for révenue ouly, and Mr. Hale

moved to suspend

the rules un

bt, Which, he Said, she commmi

a
ber

agent at New York,

is missing and

3 that ier wise-ah
than almanac ad

Wooden needles.)

y iho ide
baveres

weavingis very compact, and the pieces so handsomely joined together that it is impossible tb

i

‘have heard nothing
from him for weeks,

tions

best summary

of meteorological observa.

shawl
is without seam.

that has been made in this direction, is that

of the | Twothousand shoemakers in Baltimore are en- | which Professor T, B. Maury has giveninhis|

On Tuesday, in the Senate, Mr. Sherman of-

ht SE
y

fered & rosolution directing the finance commit-

.

| ts

»

conclusions

of his own:

y

——e———

fla

@,. 3

The

Moon

=o

and

To

| apply limo at the rato of sixty bushels per acre, |

the Weather.

a. Iu

hing, With’ 160

in the popular mind than that of the influence of

FOREIGN,

RS

A ladies’ life insurance company is being formnesty bill was read twice
and laid on the table.
on.
0
ision is that all
1oyes
The résolution to admit Messrs. Blodgett and | ©11n London. One provision is that al employ 8
are
to
be
women.
Goldthwaite was similarly disposed of. The

hour ‘of meeting was fixed at. eleven o’clock.|
Ku-Klux bill was then takem up and

The

28 oats. Wiie:ecots gis 5 ‘

n @..

98

opposed

the

judiciary

committee

1at

the United States.

PT | of experiments have failed to agree, and we are
as far as ever from any reliable confirmation

Napoleon, in

the ofanes’be might have sodured boii

amendments. In the House, a resolution was, ' General Sheridan is to sail from Europe in the
reported and adopted, declaring legal the elec- | Jaya on the 22d inst., and is expected to arrive
tions for members

quire heavy dressing to produce effect.—Rural|
Yorker.

of Congress held in Tennes- | g¢ his headquarters inl Chicago the first week in,

a severe and terrible winter,

S ne

not germane to the bill. A few amendments
-were agreed to, after characteristic debate by the

France when it shall become neccessary for the | class of dumb but credible guides in the study of
collection of money due herself.
its meteorology.
It is said by pioneers of the

which

WY. 2a DS olay, tn the: Senale, Mx
’
n
§
’
o
’
resolution concerning the

were

Shorumins

.

reduction

of taxation

was passed. Tedious Ku-Klux speeches were
‘made; the Delaware senators and Mr. Pool of
South Carolina took the floor for the fourth time
on that subject. In .the House of Representatives a bill was introduced supploment:
to the

acts to prohibit the cooly trade, und the deficien-

cy ‘bill was proceeded with. ' The House concurred

in the

amendments

repealing

the

law

re-

quiring each new: Congress to feet on March 4,
. but the yeas and nays, were called for, debate
, Sprang up, and the House adjourned without ac.
tion,
.
=
On Thursday, in the Senate, Mr. Thurman
made an able argument against the centralizing
tendenciesof the Ku-Klux bill. After a speech

by Mr. Boreman, Mr. Sumner advocated the
bill. The evening session was enli
da little
by the taking down which Frank
Blair received

.. at the hands of Senator

Nye.

It was

voted to

take the vote to-morrow. The House again took
up the Senate amendment to the deficiency bill,
repealing the law requiring the meeting of each
new Congress on March 4. Messrs. Coburn,
Garfield and Hoar opposed the repeal; and
Messrs. Beck, Banks, Cox and Dawes favored it.
It was finally agreed to—99 to 98. The amendments appropriating $200,000 for a life-sgving ap-.
paratus on the New Jersey coast, and $250,000
for feeding the Arrapahoe Indians, were also
concurred in, the latter being reduced $50,000.

On

Friday,

in the Senate. Mr. How

ea

the dissipation

of clouds by the full moon.

Sir

St

|" Herschel believes that “clouds have a tendency to disappear under the full moon,” and |

only

democratic members

|

were

voted down, and at

#ix o’clock the bill was passed—45to 19—substantially

as reported.

The

House,

after some

debate, passed—48 to 72—ihe Senate concurrent
resolution

ER

¥pi

to print 20,000 additional copies of the

report’of the commissioner of education.

After

some little talk the speech of Mr. Garrett wasex-

cluded from the Globe on account of its containing an extract from a Vicksburg paper which
was an insult to Senator Ames. The amendment for the re-issue of national bank notes was
adopted,

amended

so as to require the banks

pay the expenses thereof.

i

Op-Baturday, in the Senate, an ineffectual at“tempt was made to get st the general amnesty
bill, and the Senate then went into executive

session.

The House resumed the consideration

of the deficiency bill and rejected the park
. amendment, the amendment for additional buildings at Fort Lavenworth, Kansas,
and the

amendment

notes.

for

the

reissue

of national

bank

A committee of conference was then or

dered, The Hcuse then oconcured in all the
"amendmentsto the Ku-Klux bill exeept those
relating
to the suspension of the habeas corpus.

the oath ofjurors and the assessment of damages.
A conference committee was then appointed. ¢
:

MISCELLANEOUS.

-

Ion Bowie, colored, one of the most notorious

» roughs in Washington, was drowned in the PotoAlot of silkwo
eggs, costing in Japan
$675,000, has just
Been received in San Francisco.
:
:
A mob seized the ballot box in Ward 8, in Paterson,N. J., on Monday, and the judges of the
election had to escape through back windows.

wbout the full.”
Arago, ‘who SOBCUES

shall be

guarded

by

the

national

moss on the northern side of the trees.

guards

vegetation indicate the prevalent winds.”

the national assembly is in favor of a kingdom as
the form of government for France, but says
pointedly that the communists and Bonapartists

:

in this Spinion, refers to

Iuis reported that France has undertakento restore to their owners all the Germian ships taken
by French cruisers and not condemned as prizes

«22

The cannonade from Forts Valerien and Issy
proves terribly destructive near Porte Maillot

and immense damage has been caused.
communists are terribly excited at what

The
they

Rainbows ‘in

foreshadow

killing

large

numbers

of

The recent overflow of the river has ‘made them
and the mosquitoes very numerous,
°
Captain Samuel P, Thrasher,

Senator-elect

the

democratic

from the tenth district of New

Hampshire, died Wednesday afternoon, and the,

A

Paragraphs.

per quart. Other vegetiibles are plenty, almost

now

;

a

claims the

*

pamily

the

morning,

seen ‘in the west,

control ‘of all | Westien Fup.6 25 @ 6 80

Clouds

2500 inhabitants.
:
The Girard College in Philadelphia is said to be
the best specimen of Grecian Architecture in the

we

What

Among the members of the present House of
Representatives, U. 8., there areone hundred
and thirty-one lawyers, twenty-five farmers,

Prof.

David

‘mense

molten

Forbes

mass of the interior is principally

Forbes has shown, the blue rays of light are ab-

gives rise to the weather proverb:

the Union,

from

Maine to Oregon.

In this way

last year nearly four hundred thousand packages
of ‘miscellaneous seeds were distributed over the
length

and .breadth

of the

land, and thirty-one

Thousands

of car-loads are constantly

leaving

for the west,south and east,and the railroads dnd

lake dre as constantly bearing'#n their great bur“dens to supply the constantly increasing demand.

With all this immense array of almost éndless
piles of lumber and timber, it is almost impossi-

ble without the aid of art to furnish it in sufidi-

ent quantities dry enough for use.
Some. one, who has recently 'been

The

Crown

:
Princess Victoria

vas
of

fe

Prussia has

genero
devoted her
usl
entire income
y
of the past

and present year to the German soldiers wounded in the late war, and the German women made
widows by it.

B

This

Sd NO

within

tables, |

It is so near
that

can io Grande.”

mosquitoes.

a

If it“shall

lead to the extermination of pickerel,

and the coarser
kinds of fish, and to | gole—

some

very

.

veea80

——

tahoe.

the

the demand for tree
for ‘immediate
s
fruiting

of

the

whole

land.

The

Albany

telegraphic wires. Barometers, hygrometers,and

ther well-planted nor well-pruned,

g
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are attacked with this terrible disease have a
CORN.
ve Turkeys—
hatred of water. On Sunday the disease pro- White West .. Bt s. SLE... Ne.
gressed with great rapidity, affecting the nerves
EGGS.
pots Turkey. og §
of .the child
to an inconceivable degree, causing | state..... 388.
to spring from the bed before the attendants | Western.. .. ..+g

her
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could anticipate ‘her movements. Learningby
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she at itlast.
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when

day aftérnoon, after suffering the most intense Shi & ast.2 0 $ 44

pain and convulsions through the day, the child
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died, all efforts to alleviate the disease proving | New York.... 25 @.. 30
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after planting in its new home is

.prospect of fruit.” ‘

g
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near Cold Spfing, a child three

weak, sickly, stunted, with the least possible|

' Cashmere Shawls.

8

Five. Ne ssnnses ] a. »

.

‘thus disproving the popular idea that those who

and the nurseryman can testify well to

year’s growth

8 ¢ in) »

Pho...

had tréated former cases of hydrophobia, was | West ordinary 2 g.. 35
sent for. The child continued to grow worse, |.
; CREE.
B

onea year or two younger. It happens, however,
in the majority of cases, that the trees are nei-

=~

De

ble to swallow. The bite of the dog was immediately recalled to mind, and Dr. Lente, who

is completed, the tree is little or no better than

| other metérologica instruments, aré’ not always
l
at hand, but these natural phenomena are ag un.

with

Pennsy!

Floklock.”.

5 COR, + +

Journal

but I consider it a costly, unsatisfactory practice. unavailing, Chloroform was used in the violent
Nearly every tree of that age loses by necessity paroxysms, but without much seeming effect.
PS
ntly in a state of. sfupor; the sea peculiar- a large portion of its roots by. transplanting from Several other persons were also bitten by the
ly clear at great depths,
tiles irregular; branches’ the nursery to its future bed; and in order to. ‘dog, and,in consequence of the deathof this child,
of trees not bent forw:
by a stream, but
maintain a healthy progressive growth, the top they show considerable anxiety as to the effect
Lid
7
constantly whirled about; water rising in wells must be shortened in, in the same proportion, | on themselves.
————
and ponds; and disturbances of currents on the sometimes quite severely; and by the time this EE

from Thibet to Cashmere, a distance
month's Journey, It is.

@.. 00

»e. TH

Sup sock. 31 8 6 tn | Coarse.
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an accountof a case which, while it

complained

subject

water-fowl flying about; the swell of the ocean
rolling in,though the hurricane may be six hundred miles distant; turtles floating in the calm,

andthe government
forbade the sale of them to

niin

recorded in our newspapers;; carefully | Do.Spruce 23 0 625

in the

:! 3X

30812

Clear Pine 30 ab’ gm 00

ay

ing symptoms

directions,

younger,

foreigners. The goat’s hairis long
silky,
quite straight, and of a brown shade. . J& is sent

31 ¢-- 3

rapidly, and the matter was almost forgotten unBEEF.
'
til Friday or Saturday of last week, when she gxMessyDbi 18 00 a 00

in caverns ‘and wells liks a storm ; moisture on 01d tree will bear “sooner than one two years

guarded
the secret of making

L8al5
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& pet dog, which was afterwards killed on show- | Marrow...... 225 @ 237 'White........ rp on

and beautiful flow-

on

61
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[ and a half years old, daughter of Charles 8. Han- | greC-ioini:
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v

remarks

em

Salmonide, to the waters that are fitted to them, | Oui Sole .... 34 @.. £7
it will undoubtedly be a great benefitto the pub« ok iiiiv 3
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At Nelsonville,

:

sensible

Orleans.

LEATHER.

the introduction”of black bass, trout, and other | B. Ayres...

of recent date, will convey

until the plants get a little

walls and pavements; sea-birds coming toland,

attempts to raise tiem elsewhere Tiave been fail
ures. Hor ‘several centuries the’people of India

Nos. to 13.. 8 e 1

is mo more heart-rending
than a score of others

But still con-

which heads this paragraph. He says:
:
“A great many think that a three or four years

and” unusually twinkling at low altitudes ; noises

animals
are nativés of Thibet, and

liavenass

38 ¢.. 1

L
gold........ 6}

mudpouts,

contains

Re

bright halo round the moon ; stars very brilliant

These

SUGAR.
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there is every indication of an approaching fever, snl and Figo 3 : bl {Per B........ py 3) 5

cur

Then remove

. A correspondent of The Horticulturist makes

used.

Bog ¥ Buuren of 3: &

@.. 3

Their example, we think, is well | Rucgin shoet.. 1144.. 13 ROUEH. .. ...r.

worthy of imitation.
Pisciculture is attracting
a good deal of attention all over the couittry, and | Pig

go out for the slaughter of every useless

bestowed.—Copeland,.

164 @.. 17
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pork and routs snd ta be cate by guste nd Been gM | TAL OW |

would

most infalliable, at Mauritus, a brickdust haze in

the Cashmere goat has only been
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rible- sufferings incident to such deaths, a ery | ¢ Do.

8. Shade the bed with a board, or in some
other way. Sprinkle on water every day, unless

By following the above

«x

QW

hor- | Laths,

the horizon; frequent shiftings of breezes from

wool ‘from

00 CIOVES.

more sensible than a mouth of solitary life fom.ased. 8 00 gt &
in ‘the Adirondacks or Maine woods, to eat salt | Eng. som. ...72 00 on 0

together
with accurate

ers will amply compensate forthe ¢are
and labor

The sun setting red; a

The first shawls manufactured in India were
made of camels’ hair, but for many years the

SPICES.

than a summer trip to Saratoga or Newport, and | Swedish—

masse,

js datos,

Sout 650 87 00
ohes, o % 8 io

eon

i

fy

on

| these difficulties are avoided;

18 @.. 20
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Cassin, ¥ B gold32 @.. 3%

a' half-hour
of their places of Siaughiet. venes

gathered up and placed belore te public

one quarter of an inch deep, as a general
Large seeds may be covered a half-inch.

“When to Plant Fruit Trees:

erring as the mercury,

4

Cou

about
rule.

remarkable red color of the clouds; the sigh al-"
fog flying fast to the south;

EE
FY

00 g34 00

Thisisa

are

are located; in which case the plant with
its root

Professor Maury adds, that among other pres-

thick

|Poultry...re-s .15.8.. 2

0 438 00 [LOROET,
Am. 8 0 8 3 50

The Deaths by Hydrophobia.

soon, and cause the ground to bake hard.
Failure is not because the seed is bad, as a general thing.
But is caused in most cases either
by covering
the little seeds so deep that the germ
can not reach the surface, or by the ground becoming dried below the point where the seeds

and may sometimes prove ominous of a storm.

all points;

4
[4

Hay—

dre

ing, or the sun will dry out the moisture too

“.%The evening gray and the morning red—
Put on your hat or you'll wet your head,”—

ages are the following:

:. . :.

.90@ . 00 [BEES...cauuies
i e.=
Ss
15 4 1.20 anwar ie

the lessees, ‘The state gets a large sheet of water

lie.—Am. Ag.

4, In very dry weather, during the summer,
until they blossom, give them a showering ocea~
sionally. This should be done just before even-

departments at Washingtonis much larger than
one would suppose.
Asan example, last year a

‘and red wheat of great repute were sent by the
commissioner into every congressional district of

ait

strength of root.

metallic,
:
>
!
The distribution of seeds by the agricultural
half bushel of two new" kinds of French white

i

way.

Western...
.... 13 @-- 16

ry 31 Jew en... 3 0 e $n

GRAIN,

sensible thing to Be done both for the lessor and | “2 eT

at a very small cost.

tinue to sprinkle the bed évery evening or early

warning. If clouds be red and lowering in the
morning; the red color arises from °s large
amount of vapor in the vesicular state, when, as

:

n

leased in

£3 Y.

00a 700 Paiatoes, ¥ b iat

Sia

© 2. Cover the seed with very fine dirt; and only:

in the morning,’

The *‘pocky cloud” is an almost unerring storm

yellow and red rays pass.

E—
THe,

the shade and give them the sun.

And onward drags a laboring breast,
And topples round the dreary West,
A looming bastion fringed with fire.”

and the

—

anche ©

They have contracted for two hun-

has been

Hw

take their wives and children with them to share | Western, dry. 30 & 38.| Nos.
lito 17.. 104 8. 11
their pleasures. This is much more economical
.
"IRON.
Juscovnen-

simple rules are attended to,

ly moist until the plants come up.

“The wild unrest that lives in woe
‘Would dote and pore on yonder cloud,
That rises upward always higher,

sorbed

|

10@.. 3

business, and a pleasant variety for their

it rains, and keep the surface of the bed constant-

has painted it:

1

in Nature, that the im-

the storm maybe

before rain begins.
It is the forerunner of the
lurid display of the thunder-storm, as Tennyson

period was absent from his pulpit but two Sun- |
5 1-2 times as
of water, As
but half as
infer, sosays

time when

Z

A
880

4g..16

¥

expected.
;
}
The Cumulo-Stratus is distinetly. formed just |

teen years, and at that time “began to preach to.
general acceptance.”
He was ordained in Malden in 1721, at the age .of 22years.
There he
preached for 46 yrs, and. during the entire

ind

of the

a

@.. NW

8: {0 [Smal and ex.100 831
a &. 8 Cran bole, but of | 130
te &i% Mr
Cape...... 500g 550

ly certain:
j
1. The seed should not be sowed, until about
the time of planting cucumbers and putting out
* 1H x
tomatoes. If sown too early, the frosts will de- |, Deaths induced by the bite of dogs have been pag
very numerous and were the facts as they | Claghoards60 00 @.. ..
stroy the choicest varieties.
:

ly a precursor of storms; and from its greater or
less sbundance and permanence;it gives some

indication

3

5.

water of ninety acres or more, with gravel beach, | .emons#boxs 3 a : -y

and fish

success is almost certain in growing flowers from
seeds. But if neglected, failure is almost équal-

er veer round to that point.
The Cirro-8tratus, parta
of king
the form of both
the Cirrus and Stratus, Buchan says, “is marked-

eral business, two clergymen, and one teacher,
A ‘remarkable instance of fidelity to his calling
is that of
Rev. Joseph Emerson, who graduated
at Harvard
College in 1717, at the age of seven-

REIGN

esses

vb.
yorhgn.

self. The association of gentlemen
get boating | cacutta Cow—

call the “changes” okthe moon are

If the following

gions, the wind on the surface will sooner or lit-

twenty-four merchants, eleven ‘physicians,eleven
journalists, six bankers, five manufacturers, four
lumbermen, three railroad managers, three gen-.

The known weight of our globe is
great as if it were wholly composed
the
density of its rock-crust is
great as this, modern philosophers

+E

above the earth. When the fine threads of the
Cirrus appear blown or brushed backward at one
end, as if by a wind prevailing in these lofty re-

0.

do:new B bbl 3 50 § 5 00

stocked with the most valuable kinds of lake fish, | #100 ba. . oo : 1%
and increases its food supply without cost to it-| ~" gripes un sETNS.

almanac-makers have, for convenience, selected
to indicate its “quarters.” We often hear it said
-that we may expect rain (or fair weather) pretty

It doubtless often reaches a high
of ten t
miles

of the town, provided a set of simon-pure temperance men are nominated for candidates, and
chosen at the annual town meeting.

ei

various kinds of fish. It is a beautiful sheetof | "Cag o-vrr.rv..15 §.. 35 [Cheese ¥ B.

a pond

Tess at that particular part of its change that the

weather, especially the Cirrus, Cirro-Stratas, and

. 18}

hb

©.

is the first instance in the state, we believe, that

purely arbitrary. Itchanges constantly, and as
much af one time as at another, and there is no
reason for supposing that it will rain more or

are of the utmost utility in foretelling

i %

Minds

.15@..98

tractive place for fishing and for recreation. This

When we

even more incomprehensible that any connection
should have been imagined between its appearance and the-amount of the rainfall.

|

' 0 00 @21 50
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raised a capital of $10,000, and are purposingto
do every thing that, is needful to miake it an at-

we see the sun’s light upon it, it becomes

which

:

| 8t.
Lows,sup.7 00 $ 700 (Brive
.. 38 00 @28 50
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As the pondis forty feet deep, there is little
doubt that they will thrive if the bass do not ex- |terminate them. The company, we learn, have

the moon is a sphere, and that its
consider thal
apparvnt shape depends only on the manner in

Is the sailor’s delight.”

students in the United States is one to

days.

3 8.2 p+
3Q.. 3

on.

mee

10 00

FLOUR AND MEAL.

fry, and are to put in also landlocked salmon.

water,” and as its center is filled up, the water is

forced over the edge, and it rains.

A rainbow at night

It'has been estimated that the relative number
of college

50 years of age.

the low. figure of ten cents

Massachusetts

the village.

inciined that it “won’t hold

is so much

which

the approach of a cloud of rain from

“A rainbow in the morning—
+ Sailors take warning;

The optical philosophers are now declaring
that violet and green are hoth primary colors.

studying
Senate is again a tie.
John Ruskin, pronopnces his face the homeliest
A little overcount of the votes in Ward 4, New he has ever seen, and Ruskin the heartiest hater
Haven, has been discovered, by which English | of America contained in all England.
i oe
sonnet 018 100 more credited to him than were polled
A London merchant, lately deceased, left a
for him. This gives Jewell such a majority that
of £20 to a Gloucester schoolmaster who
it is thought English will decline to contést the legacy
“once gave hima thrashing that had been a lifeelection at all.
Itis reported, upon the authority of several long benefit to him 1”
The booksellers of Germany have resolved to
leading
Southern journals, that the State of Mis- sissippi is about to assume the debt repudiated pay the sim of 1,000 thalers to widows of the
about thirty years ago, amounting to about $12,- ‘members of their trade who have fallen in the
000,000 of six per cent. bonds and the interest war with France,
:
.
thereon, making altogether, on the 1st of July
Harriett Martineau has written and published,
- next, thirty millions.
altogether; mot less, it is sqid, than 300 volumes
y
berries are sellingin Charleston, Sofith and
pamphlets, nearly halfof them since she was

Gre
peas
en
retail at

ra
UL

|

dred adult black bass and fifteen thousand young

water,” or on which “you can’t hang a powderhorn.” «At the South, a “wet moon” is one which
*“lies on its back.’
It is supposed to be “full of

the west, and when seen in the evening; show a
clearing up in the west, They have given rise to
the popular prognostic: 7:

3

the country if not in the world.
Her wharfs for
this indispensable commodity stretch for more
than fifteen miles, and seem almost interminable.

are

with Fish

and wooded shores, in the immediate viginity of | Rriae

ings,but it is subject to the oddest contrrdictions.
For instance,in New England, a‘‘wet moon”is one

and thus obtaining the name of “Emerald Isle.”

There are signs ofa re-action in Paris in favorof

cern frauds.
:
~
Sas
A $300,000 fire occurred in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on Tuesday night, 11th inst., and $200,000

‘Buffalo gnats

g

nds

i

9 5¢

gentlemen at South Framington, Mass., haye |
She
leased Sakum Pond for thie term of twenty years, | Citro
for the’ purpose of stocking
it and its feeders with Tar

and the condition of the moon during a period of

est amount of tepid vapor from the Gulf Stream,

consider the severity. of M, Their’s conditions.
the priests.

is the case in Peru, Patagonia, and some portions

six years, not the least ground for the popular
2
belief.
Not only is this belief unworthyof intelligent be-

a hill or mountain chain, and does not affect the
other. England and her sister isles receive westerly and southerly winds for abeut three-fourths
of the year, producing a contrast very marked—
Ireland, the most windward, regeiving the great-

recognized, aud are not harassing the Spaniards

Three well-known accountants have been appointed to examine into the Methodist Book Con-

horses, mules and cattle along the Missouri river.

P

Fann

from the state than from
a dozen or more indi- | iy. 0a.
vidual riparian owners. Recently a company of | AR

of the relation between the state of the weather

‘places, wind carrying moisture affects one side of

The Cuban insurgents ncar Santiago have been
.

far been found, evén by the closest examination

of Arabia, Africa, and on many islands.- In some

‘

a great deal.

If the

wind blows constantly or chiefly. in one direction
in any country, the windward side of it is apt to
be crowned with vegetation, while on the other
side there is scarcely a shrub or a flower. This

.

of war,

“In eve-

ry country,” says Fitzroy, “the bark of trees and

only. The official journal guardedly denies that

must perish. = &

dio,

than tem acres were considered public prophud
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erty. Where the state is liberal, it is an adyan- | Mich aad Indiana,
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has been observed by the writer that a large
moon has a tendency to dissipate clouds in dry
weather, but has little or no effect when rain is
falling. Beyond this trifling fact, there has thus

of the league for the defense of the rights of custom of the Indian, and find their way at midParis demands communal liberties and that night through unfrequented woodgby feeling thé

thousand seven hundred plants from the experimentul garden.
Chicago boasts the greatest lumber-market in

worth of property was burned in Newbern,N. €.,
on the same ight.
:

ck

The Prussian garrison at St. Denis has heen | forest, thaf,in our hemisphere, knowing that the | * MOR eXpresgion among
French country | jn the state. It is much easier
Carn Meal... 8 75 § 4 80
re-enforced with 5000 royal guards. A. manifesto moss delights in shady places, they borrow the people, that “the moon eats up the clouds,” It who wish to make improvements forto agetcompany
a lease
Paris
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